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Trio arrested
for receiving
A round on the house stolen goods
Student bartenders share insights on job, tips, drinks
Alouday Feature

Aaron Gray
The BG News

Police reportedly found a set of
keys and a JVC tape deck In the
three mens' car. Both were reThree Flndlay men were ar- portedly missing from the pickup
rested FMday morning after alleg- truck.
edly breaking Into a pickup truck
parked behind Up- The truck's owner, an Uptown/Downtown on North Main town/Downtown employee, reportedly saw two of the three
Street.
break Into his truck and run
James D.
away shortly before 2 a.m. The
Jackson. 21,
victim was later brought to the
Shannon L.
arrest scene where he Identified
Jackson. 19,
two ot the men.
and Desmond
T. Thompson
The three allegedly broke the
were pulled
driver's side window of the pickup
over and artruck In order to unlock It. Police
rested on East
said the three were apparently
Wooster Street
trying to steal an amplifier from
shortly after 2
the truck Judging from the wires
a.m.
James Jackson was charged pulled from It.
with receiving stolen property.
All three denied being Involved
Shannon Jackson and Thompson
were charged with complicity to In the theft but had conflicting
stories, according to police.
receiving stolen property.

by Sharon Turco
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Sick baby makes
amazing recovery

7

The Associated Press

Junior Enfliah major and evening bartender Natt Wlnterman poors
a double for a customer on the second floor of Eaarstreet Cafe. "This
Most students would cringe
at the thought of working on a
Saturday night, but for student
bartenders work Is Just another
night out with friends.
This Is the best Job I ever
had." said John Welscnbach. a
bartender at Mark's Bar on
East Wooster Street. "It gives
me my days free, and If I wasn't
working behind the bar I would
be there anyway. So I might as
well be working."
Welsenbach said when he
first came to school he worked
at a fast food establishment,
but It wasn't anything like
working at Mark's.

"I started working there because I needed the money," he
said. "After three hours of working, a bus full of senior citizens
came In and that was It I quit
and have been working at
Mark's ever since."
Jeff Trainer, a bartender at
BW-3 on Wooster Street, has
been a bartender for three
years.
"I started working at a bar In
Toledo as a dishwasher and
worked my way up." he said. "I
started working at BW-3 last
year when they first opened. It's
a great Job. and not having the
commute Is nice."

la the bast Job In town.'' Wlnterman aald. "In tact, It's the beat Job
erer. I lore the lire music and social atmosphere."
One perk that many do not
expect in a college town Is the
Ops.
"Besides bartending being a
great Job for the hours. It Is also
great money." Welsenbach
said. "I make anywhere from
$70 to $80 a night, and that's
Just for three hours' work."
Sonja Tobar, a former bartender at Chl-Chl's restaurant,
said the tips bartenders make
are the best part of the Job.
"People Up really well In Bowling Green, especially the men."
Tobar said.
Tobar. Welsenbach and
Trainer have had no formal bar-

tending training.
"A person can take all the
mixology classes they want, but
It's Just not the same as working behind a bar with a' million
people asking for a drink at the
same Ume." Trainer said.
Wlesenbach agreed.
"That's the part you're not
prepared for. The crowds can
get demanding when they all
want something at once," he
said.
Trainer said the most Interesting aspect of bartending Is
seeing both friends and strangers who come Into the bar.

PORTLAND, Ore. — Four months after doctors told his parents they
could do nothing to save him, Ryan Nguyen Is going home -- healthier,
stronger and with a will to survive.
Born eight weeks prematurely with kidney damage, a bowel obstruction and possible brain damage, Ryan was at the center of a battle between his parents and doctors over how to treat the critically III child.
Nghla and Daria Nguyen set aside their worst fears and held firmly
to every wisp of hope. Now they're busy preparing for their son's homecoming Monday.
"We've ordered a crib. We are overjoyed that he gets to come home.
It'sadayweVe been waiting for for so long,"Mrs. Nguyen said.
Since his birth Oct. 27, Ryan has more than doubled his weight to
14 pounds-plus, and he's quick to smile at visitors at Legacy Emanuel
Hospital in Portland.
Inside the neonatal special care unit, an audlotapc plays love songs
at the top of Ryan's crib as the Nguyens practice feeding him intravenously, checking his blood pressure and temperature and giving him
medication.
Ryan was bom by Caesarean section at Sacred Heart Medical Center
In Spokane. The placenta had torn away from his mother's uterine
wall, causing the baby to lose blood and suffer damage to his vital organs.

See BARS, page four

See BABY, page five

Children seek refuge in Britain
The Associated Press

LONDON - Getaneh Zenebe
found two frightened, crying children huddled against the winter
chill outside the community
center where he helps refugees
from his native
Ethiopia.
Like dozens
-of youngsters
who came before them, they
told a tale of
terror at home
and abandonment in a new
land. Sometimes the stories turn out to be false. But the
children are here, and they be-

come Britain's responsibility.
Able to speak only In the Amhartc language, they told Zenebe:
'Their fathers were taken In the
middle of the night, their mothers
interrogated. Houses, wedding
rings were sold and a stranger
took them away on an airplane."
They told him a man brought
them to the center, took their
passports and disappeared.
Last year. 404 children under
age 17 arrived In Britain on their
own and applied for asylum. They
came from Ethiopia. Angola.
Afghanistan. Pakistan. Eritrea.
Uganda and the former Yugoslav
republics of Somalia and Sri
Lanka.
Only one young refugee has
ever been deported, a 17-year-old
Ghanlan sent home six months

ago. according to the Refugee
Council.
U.N. officials estimate that
there are 500.000 to 1 million
children on their own. among the
world's 20 million refugees.
London police regularly find
youngsters abandoned at the
Nottlng Hill Gate subway station,
on Kensington High Street and
outside the Tabernacle Community Center where Zenebe volunteers.
"We believe what Is happening
Is these children are handed over
in Ethiopia to some agency that Is
paid to bring them probably by
plane to London, where they are
dropped off In London," said Edward Hess, chairman of Kensington and Chelsea's social services
committee.

"What they tell us when they,
arrive Is that their parents are
dead, they have no family and
they are escaping persecution,"
Hess said. That may be true In
some cases, but quite a lot of It Is
down to perceived economic and
education benefits."
The scale of the traffic has
alarmed some British officials,
who suspect children are abandoned in Britain not Just to escape persecution and war but to
gtve them a better life.
Under Brttlsh law. unaccompanied refugee children must be
provided with food, shelter, medical care and an education. Including college. The average government expenditure on each refugee Is about $31.000 a year.
"Unwanted African Oliver

Twists are packed off. not to the Conservative member of Parliaworkhouse, but to this generous ment representing London's Kencommunity that will pick up the slngton district.

"What they tell us when they arrive is
that their parents are dead, they have
no family and they are escaping persecution. That may be true in some cases,
but quite a lot of it is down to perceived
economic and education benefits
Edward Hess
services committee chairman
tab. The more we perform a moral
duty, the more the word gets
back." said Dudley Flshburn. a

The local government for Ken
See REFUGEES, page four
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Rusturn Kozain explains
why paranoia is a good
thing.
Page 4.
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Police arrested a local
woman and seized IS
pounds of marijuana.
Page 5.

The hockey team won a
pair of games during the
weekend to clinch second
place in the CCHA.
Page 7.
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Expanding hours
would be helpful
There can be no doubt that the Student Health
Center serves a valuable purpose. With thousands
of students struggling to get by financially, the SHC provides inexpensive, effective medical service to people who
really need it.
Unfortunately, the SHC is not always very accessible
for students. It is only open on weekdays from 8 a.m to
4:30 p.m.
As a result, students who become sick during the
weekend have the choice of either going to Wood County
Hospital or waiting until Monday when the Health Center
re-opens.
At times like this during the year, when the weather
causes a lot of illnesses, students who walk into the SHC
without an appointment often find themselves waiting
several hours before they can see a medical professional.
Recently, Undergraduate Student Government passed
a bill calling for extending SHC hours. The bill calls for
the extension of hours to include at least one evening
each week or the addition of weekend hours to the operating schedule.
This bill is the second piece of legislation calling for extensions in SHC hours. Graduate Student Senate previously passed a similar bill.
Edward Whipple, vice president for Student Affairs,
said the proposals by USG and GSS will be considered in
this year's General Fee Allocation process.
The News believes that USG and GSS are on the right
track in proposing the extended hours and urges the individuals involved in the General Fee allocation process
to work to the best of their abilities to extend the hours
the SHC is open for business.
Admittedly, extending SHC hours would require allocating more money. But don't students who are paying
thousands of dollars to the University deserve to receive
the best medical care the University can provide?
Students who have ever missed a class because they're
sitting in a waiting room or suffered through a weekend
because the Health Center was closed and they couldn't
afford to go to Wood County Hospital will tell you it would
be beneficial to the welfare of all students to expand the
SHC hours. And they'd be right.
Copyright ©1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any
material in this publication without the permission of The BG
News is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded
in 1920 and is published daily during the academic year and
Wednesdays in the summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of
the student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed in columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those of The BG News.
Letters intended for publication must be between 200300 words long, typed and include the writer's name, phone
number and University affiliation, if any. The BG News
reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the
paper of any errors in the stories or photograph descriptions.
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Paranoia-you should try it
Phewl Can I come out now? I
mean, the sun Is out, the temperature Is on a slight rise — time for
some spring cleaning, dear the
air. or what? I must say. wasn't
that Just a lovely flurry of letters
and Interweaving of namecalllng
and criticism? Did you say caip
something?
Anyway, as a paranoid, namecalling, cretinous Ignoramus, I
guess I should do what I should
have done In the first place: clear
the air of all kinds of linguistic
Interference.
First however, thanks to all my
critics and detractors for your
even-toned, well-thought and
thorough comments and criticisms. That's all welcome and. In
the spin t of democracy and blahde-Mah-flshpaste. of course, all
OK and a sign of our health.
We do, after all, have a world to
save and a budget amendment to
get passed.
'Null' said. But don't, don't Just
because you belong to either the
party of the Jackass or Dumbo,
don't think I speak on behalf of
equally asinine political parties or
groups of people.
Unlike some of you. I do not belong to any political party or or-

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

ganlzatlon. Furthermore. Just because you grew up on GOPs and
Demagogs doesn't mean that's
the only way: nor does It have to
be either of the two. Caution: twoparty states are not much better
than one-party ones.

As much as It saddens me to be
lumped with liberals (yecht), I am
also concerned that you might be
insulting the left by seeing me as
representative of whoever they

WWKU SURGEON
GENERAL WS HEW DONE
mm, C0HTOVER5IM.J.

are. 1 am. after all. a salad bowl of
contradictions. As to calling me a
liberal, I'd much rather you call
me a dog. This is, then, where an
Interference of codes needs to be
cleared.
1 am not a liberal. I associate
liberalism with a kind of wishywashy handwrlnglng moral Indignation that goes nowhere. Liberalism Is for people who do not
Inhale and, you must agree,
that's pretty conservative.
As to paranoia ... man, you
should try It It's the mlndblowlngest legal drug you can get.
All you do Is go to a popular
downtown hangout, accidentally
sit next to a loud homophobe
who's recounting the way he
smashed a dandy's head against
a sidewalk last Alternative night
at Gargoyles — Just because he
wore frills and big collars.
Intrigued, you turn your head
Just slightly and happen to catch
the homophobe's gaze. As he
raises his voice talking to friends
and as speckles of his spit arc
Into your face from across his
table, dial's when the drug sets
in.
I must also congratulate The
for Its truly revolutionary

SOMEONE rfl0'5 NEVER
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endeavor In turning their readers
Into writers. Not only was the letters page open to all, or most but
our readers have even become
columnists.
Do the concerned columnists
realize that the process they've
gone through was lauded decades
ago by German communist thinkers as an example of revolutionary artistic activity?
Oh no, sorry. I forgot. Excuse
my Ignorance. Communism
doesn't work. It has. after all.
been proven. But because I quote
communists doesn't mean I'm
communist does It? Who cares,
anyway? Paranolcs who In fashionably '90s retro want to resuscitate the House UnAmencan Activities Committee? Why does the
mention of Marx. etc. always elicit
the; Isame knee-jerk reaction: Yes.
butt communism doesn't work?'
Who cares?
Anyway, down to the groove.
Apart from those of you pouring
over your Wittgensteins In the library. I Invite all my detractors
and critics to a party. Music by
Public Enemy. Well also start the
activities with an American flag
burning ceremony conducted by
LeftNostrll.
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Black History Month
not 'given' to anyone
This is a letter written In response to that obviously inlsln-.
formed freshman Jennifer Keyes.
Keyes said that blacks have no
reason to complain about anything because we get a whole 28
days to study our history while
whites don't. Well, let's take a a
little historical ride, shall we? For
starters, Black History Month
was not "given" to us.
Black History Month began as
Black History Week and was Initiated by Carter G. Woodson. a
noted black scholar. The week
was then expanded to a month.
February Is Black History
Month because It contains the
birthdays of Frederick Douglass
and Abraham Lincoln (by the
way. Isn't he white?).
The entire purpose of Black
History Month Is to give honor to
a people's history that spans
hundreds of thousands of years
before the first 14 Africans were
brought to Jamestown In 1619 to
be enslaved.
Since Keyes Is a freshman, and
I assume fresh out of high school.
I challenge her to •remember how
many chapters were dedicated to
white history. With this. 1 want
you to also I ell me on what day
within Black History Month does
any American business close.
However. It would be preposterous for me to think (hat I could
get any banking done on Veterans' Day. Presidents' Day, Memorial Day. Labor Day. Columbus Day. Independence Day.
Thanksgiving or any other white
holiday this society deems fit
Explain to me why February
was the month chosen for Romance and Responsibility Month.
Do you think It was an attempt to
divert attention away from Black
History Month? I do. I'm positive
the decision was not Just a coincidence.
Tell me. If there were two programs being held on campus, one
for Black History Month and the
other for Romance and Responsibility Month, which would you attend?
My point la learning Black History is purely voluntary. However,
American History. Social Studies
and other such courses are mandatory In the educational system
and are all taught from a Eurocentric point of view.

ntrWlEARE
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Whining does no
good for students

ing cute one of the qualifications
by which somebody becomes a
USG official? 1 think not. and It Is
my opinion that candidates
should not be voted In because of
I am writing In response to their attractiveness.
Penny Brown's Thursday, Feb.
I am not going to pass Judgment
23, column dealing with stupid on the attractiveness of the canthings on campus.
didates. I Just have a message for
May 1 begin by asking if you are the woman who I'm speaking of
so unhappy here, why do you and anybody else who is casting a
continue to pay the $984 to live vote In the same manner.
"In a room the size of a roach
The message Is this: get a duet
motel" and the $692 for food Educate yourselves, learn about
"most major airlines could put to the candidates and where they
shame?"
stand on certain Issues. Weigh
Though I cannot help you re- the pros and cons of their platduce your residence hall fees, I'd forms, and then decide who Is
like to remind you there are two best suited for the Job (the debate
dorms on campus in which food last Thursday night was a great
plans are optional, McDonald place to do this, by the way).
North for females and Conklln for
Please vote for the candidates
males.
who are best for the Job. If they
Second. I'd like to know where happen to be cute, that's great.
the droves of empty commuter Just don't base your decision on
spaces are. If you could refer me Irrelevant factors. That would
to those spots. I'd greatly appreci- truly be a great example of Ignorate it. There are days when I come ance.
to campus and drive around for
Jennifer Bogart
20 or 30 minutes looking for one
Sophomore
of those spaces. Consequently, I
Criminal Justice
usually end up parking on the
Canadian border with all the oncampus students.
While I agree there are some
questionable policies at Bowling
Green, we must be mature
enough to realize that whining
I am writing In response to the
won't get us anywhere.
Ignorance of Jennifer Keyes' sugJennifer Haneburg
gestion that the black community
Senior
at the University stop complainIPC
ing, it is sad that there even has
to be a separate month, which
happens to be the shortest month
of the whole year, honoring AfriSo forgive me if I decide when I
can-American accomplishments.
will study about myself and my
history. And forgive me If I take 28
On Feb. 12. 1926. an AfricanI recently overheard some
days out of your precious year to
study black peoples' infinity while women to my building discussing American man named Carter G.
we are forced 337 days out of the the candidates for Undergraduate Wilson initiated "Negro" History
year to study white peoples' mo- Student Government president Week, which has expanded to
and I was shocked to hear one Black History Month.
ment in time.
Keyes neefte to do her research
woman point out that she Is votEdward E. Long
ing for a certain candidate be- because their are other months
Senior
set aside for other groups. For excause she thinks he Is cute,
IPC
rardon me for asking, but Is be- ample. October Is Hispanic Herit-

Writer needs to do
research on topic

Someone thinks a'
candidate is cute?

age Month and March Is Women's
History Month, but every month
is European-American Monthl
Elyse Pashelllch
Senior
Special EducaUon

Policy of Health
Center explained
In response to the article of
March 1 about evening hours fo:
the Student Health Center, I hav
a few comments. First, I sympath-1
Ize with the plight of the student!
who waited a week to get care for |
an ear Infection. To avoid this situation. I have three suggestions:
1. If you must drop In. do so before 10:00 a.m.. because after
that we 9'e usually pretty busy.
2. Be prepared for the possibility of a wait Bring a book or
have a few errands to run while
you wait You do not have to be In
the waiting room to hold your
spot: If you leave and come back,
your spot on the waiting list will
be based on when you first arrived.
3. If you decide not to wait,
make the next available appointment It may be a day or two later,
but that Is better than coming
back dairy.
Also. I want to say that the j
main purpose behind our propos- I
al to add evening hours is to pro-1
vide access for routine care for!
students who can not come dur-|
Ing our current daytime hours.
We will still be closed over 120
hours per week, and will still i
on the community EMS sysb
and the Wood County Hosptb
emergency department for
hours emergencies.
Joshua Kaplan
Director
Health Services

|
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Spokesman for the American C'vll Liberties Union

King of the Cards

On This Date
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7 think it would be very healthy if it turns
out that LAPD officers had profound second
thoughts about the abondon with which
they beat people in the wake of the King
beating."
Alan Parachinl

-titsampus
orner

Fifty-five years ago today, 80
women signed bids to the six sororities,
with 23 pledging the Skols and 21 the
Seven Sisters sorority. Las Amigas
took 12, the 3 Kays six and Phratia
and the Five Sisters nine each.
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Studio 129 to feature
three artists

Ruhlln creates small woven
pieces and uses traditional principles of fiber art such as geomeStudio 129 will feature the
tric repetition ol line, color and
works of three local artists. Anform.
drew Martin. Deborah Bewley and
Ruhlln has exhibited extenTracy Ruhlln from March 9 to
sively nationally and locally and
April 19.
has received many awards. She
now teaches at Ihe University.
While the artists work In a variety of mediums, a concern with
Lively arts calendar
texture and geometric form Is a
Hollywood comedies of the
common element.
1930s continue at the Glsh Film
Martin creates shaped paintTheater with the 7:30 p.m. showings on wood panels Justapose reing of'Stage Door" on March 10.
lief cut-outs with gestural paintThe 1937 film, directed liy Greing.
There Is recognizable Imagery of gory La Cava, stars Katherlne
Hepburn. Ginger Rogers. Lucille
hands, faces, television screens
Ball. Eve Arden. Adolphe. Ann
and other ordinary objects.
Miller and Jack Carson.
Martin has exhibited widely In
David Porter, the president and
Ohio and California and now teaa professor of classics at Skldches at the University and at the
more College, will appear al 4 p.m.
University of Toledo.
In Bryan Recital Hall of Moore
Musical Arts Center. His proBewley creates threegram. "Well-lampered Clavier:
dimensional works of layered
handmade paper and uses classic Musical Sports and Diversions."
is part of the Phi Beta Kappa Visitgeometric form as the core of
ing Scholar Program.
pieces which Incorporate thread,
plastics, metals and other objects.
His public presentation will he
She has been In numerous Ohio part lecture, part slide show and
part performance at the piano
exhibitions as well as national
keyboard.
shows.
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Bryin Berg. 20, of Spirit Lake, Iowa, applies playing cards to a recordbreaking 16-foot, one-Inch tall house of cards at the World Trade
Center In Boston. The structure contains more than 23,000 cards
and took Berg 70 hours to build.

ACROSS
THE STATE
Cleveland school
officials discuss
plans
COLUMBUS - State officials
who have new court-appointed
control of the Cleveland school
district continued meeting on
Sunday to discuss their plans,
but declined to talk publicly about
specifics.
Officials met throughout the
weekend to develop ways to close
at least 14 buildings, make budget cuts and create a new management team for the state's
largest district, said Robert L.
Moore, an state assistant school
superintendent.
"It Is very difficult to comment
on these things now as things
may change." he said.
Moore said several people were
In the meetings, but declined to Identlfy them.
More details about the state's
plans will be announced on Monday, he said.
On Friday, U.S. District Judge
Robert B. Krupansky ordered the
state to assume control of the
74.000-puptl district because of
what the Judge called financial

and leadership problems.
The takeover was not expected
to affect the students or their
classes, and all salaries will be
paid.
During a news conference on
Saturday, Cleveland Mayor Michael White said the district
should work with the state to
solve the problems, which he
blamed In part on former Superintendent Sammle Campbell Parrlsh.
He said the school board gave
Parrtsh everything she asked for.
"I have no Intention of mudsUnglng with the mayor," she said
In a telephone Interview on Sunday from her new home In Durham, N.C. "My record of commitment to education speaks for Itself."
Parrlsh, hired In 1992, resigned
as the superintendent last month
because she said she couldn't
take the stress any longer. She
has become dean of the College of
Education at North Carolina Central University In DurhamShe stepped down hours before
the Judge's ruling was announced.
Compiled from staff and wire
reports.

Homecoming 95 Logo Contest....
Design a logo to the theme
"Ay Ziggy zi - 85 years in
BG" Entries due
Mar. 13 @ 5 p.m.
need to be camera readyl
take 'em to mom 330 union
WIN $50!!

You can learn a lot
from a dummy,
BUCKLE YOUR
SAFETY BELT

USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG

LOOKING FOR THE PERFECT APARTMENT?
Choose your apartment based on the
guide's ratings of parking, furnishings,
cleanliness, noise level, pest control,
and much more!

CMckOU
tl-NEW
USG
AMfflT-mQuU.
locMyl

Guides Available At:
• USG Office, 405 student services
• off-campus housing, 425 student services
• off-campus student center, Mosley Hall
• On-line BgNet
Call USG office for
questions or comments, 2-8116

USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG
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How? Actually
there's lots ol
ways, you could
be a lifeguard ai
Dlsneys brand new
Blizzard Beach. Or
you can make a
splash ai any of
Dlsneys other water
attractions. Either way.
youll chill out and soak up
the sun during your college
Program Internship. What
better way to spend ihe
summer or fall!
As a Disney Lifeguard, you will:
Interact with guests from around
the world, make sure ihey are
safe, provide llrsi-atd and basic
life support when needed, and
keep our beaches and pools
clean, YOU may also assist
guests with watercraft and bike
remals. and even patrol the
lakes and waterways of our
reson.

TO qualify, you
must possess or
be prepared to
obtain your
Lifeguard Certification
Paid training will be
provided for qualified
applicants.
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Education is
freedom

'
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mie(\lews will be conducted
following the College
Program Preseniailon on:
WHEN:

Wednesday
March 8. 1005
7:00 p.m.

WHERE: 1007 Business
Administration

Bowling Green
State University
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Register now for summer classes on BGSU STAR-90.

Campus
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Sports, violence
may be related
Janet Singleton
College Press Service

Jerry Smith, a linebacker at the
University of Wyoming In the
mld-70s. remembers the days
when college football players,
their egos lul on perks and
prestige, did as
they pleased,
unquestioned.
"There were
incidents, like
rape and sexual
philandering,
that I believe
came from the
aggression
learned
through the
game. They're not teaching
brotherhood and love out there
on the playing field — they're
teaching violence."' he said.
But times arc changing, athletes say.
"We're under scrutiny now."
said Pat Corcoran, a guard for the
University of Colorado Golden
Buffalos.
Concern about studentathletes, alcohol abuse and sexual assault has prompted the
National Collegiate Athletic Association and many universities nationwide to launch programs
promoting personal responsibility
among athletes.
Still, debate swells about
whether a link exists between
male athletes and violence. Does
organized athletics encourage
sexist, abusive tendencies? Is a
male athlete more likely to abuse
his girlfriend or wife than a nonathlete? Or does studentathletes' celebrity status only
mean that any assault Involving
an athlete Is more apt to make the
frontpage?
"When something happens, the
media blows It up." Corcoran
said. "If a regular student did It. It
would be on the back page."
Several studies show a connection between athletes and violence, but even the researchers
behind the data are cautious.
Todd Crosset. assistant professor of sports management at the
University of MassachusettsAmherst, led a recent study looking at sports and crime at 30 Division I universities. Crosset said

Unveiled

if someone asked him If athletes
are more prone to sexual assault
he'd say no.
But his study Indicates a correlation.
Crosset and two other researchers. Jeffrey Benedict, a
graduate student at Northeastern
University, and Mark McDonald,
an Instructor In sports management at the University of Massachusetts, examined 187 cases of
sexual assault, which Included all
reports of rape, attempted rape,
unwanted touching or use of
threats or Intimidation to gain a
sexual advantage.
At the 10 schools where researchers examined Judicial affairs proceedings, athletes were
more likely to be reported for sexual assault or Intimidation. Records of campus Judicial proceedings showed student-athletes at
these universities made up 19
percent of men charged with sexual misconduct, yet represented
only 3.3 percent of the male population.

'There mere incidents, like rape
and sexual philanStacy Clerenfer (far left). Ren Klinger (left), Brodjr McDonald (right)
dering, that I beand Candy Bonnette (far tight) were unmasked at the hockey and
basketball
game*. leaaieclWely, tbla weekend. Freddie and Frieda
lieve came from the
aggression learned
through the game. BARS
They're not teachContinued from page one
ing brotherhood
"Bartenders learn to schedule
"It's fun to watch people lose
and love out there their
Inhibitions." he said. "Some their classes later In the day."
on the playing field people are quiet when they walk Trainer said. "BW-3 Is really good
in. but then after a couple of about working around tests, and
- they're teaching
drinks they're talking and danc- bartenders take care of each
violence."
other so It's never really a probingBalancing school and work can lem."
Jerry Smith sometimes
Although Tobar enjoyed her Job
be difficult considerformer linebacker at the
University of Wyoming

At the 20 colleges where researchers examined campus
police reports, such a correlation
was less evident.
"Reports to campus police
found no difference between the
groups," Crosset said.

ing the hours bartenders work.
'Technically 1 go Into work
around 9 p.m.," Wlesenbach said.
"But since most people don't even
go out until around 11 p.m., I
really only work about three
hours."
However, even after everyone
goes home for the night, bartenders have to clean up. a process
that sometimes lasts until 4 a.m.

at Chl-Chl's. working at night was
difficult to handle with a full class
load.
The money was good." Tobar
said. "But eventually It began
taking a toll on my grades, and 1
had to quit."
According to Trainer, the most
difficult part of the Job Is not the
work, but rather being friendly all
night.

Tfcs BO KmllUm W.lu.er

aaunter through athletic events spreading Joy and pleasure to spectators. They often throw pink gum and hockey pucka In exchange
for dlsplsys of school spirit.

REFUGEES
Continued from page one
"Sometimes you go into work
and you're Just in a bad mood."
Trainer said. "Bartenders arc always everyone's best friend, but
sometimes after a hard day it's
difficult to smile constantly."
Welnsenbach added that it can
be difficult to remember everyone's name.
"People always remember who I
am, but It's easy to get names
mixed up. I always remember
what they drink, though."
Welsenbach said the most popular drink changes constantly,
but everyone always asks for
amaretto sours.

sington and Chelsea will spend
$4 million next year caring for
129 refugee youngsters In Its
care. Neighboring Westminster
has 58 such children, who will
cost $1.4 million.
The young refugees bristle at
the suggestion they are taking
advantage of the system.
"1 didn't come here for a better
life: I came here to save my life,"
said 19-year-old Albert TafllaJ. an
ethnic Albanian from the Serbian
province of Kosovo. He says his
father was beaten, and at age 16
he was threatened with forced
service In the Yugoslav army.

STUDENTS INTERESTED IN BECOMING A CHEERLEADER, MASCOT, POMMERETTE
ARE ADVISED TO READ TODAYS PERSONALS FOR TRYOUT INFORMATION.
THE COLLEGE OF MUSICAL ARTS OPERA THEATER PRESENTS MOZART'S

msi pan imie a&&
X (OR THE SCHOOL FOR LOVERS) ^"
March 10 & 11
At 8 P.M.
Kobacker Hall .
Mooie Musical
Arts Center, BCSU
Tickets:
$6, $8, $10
For Reservations
Call 372-8171 or
(800) 589-2224
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YOU'VE SEEN THE REST,
NOW CHECK OUT THE BEST.

WINTHROP TERRACE
APARTMENTS
Limited number of One & Two Bedroom
apartments at three great locations available with:
- Ceiling Fans
- Free Private Campus Shuttle
- Two (2) Pools
- Furnished or Unfurnished
- Air Conditioning
- 24 Hour Maintenance
- On Site Laundry Facilities
- Gas Heat, Cooking, Water, Sewer, Trash Pickup Included

Office Located at: 400 E. Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

Want to tind out what happens
to aluminum cans recycled on
campus?
Join the BGSU Recycling
Staff in processing cans
Tuesdays 5:00-6:30
Volunteers eligible for free pizza and
other goodies!
OCall 372-8909 for information

t&iiefy

Out door Recreation Activities
March 1995
Sponsored by the

University Activities Organization
Orienteering Workshop
Land navigation. Compass and
Map Reading Skills
Campus Expression
March 9.1995
8:30-10:00 p.m.

Women s Camping Trip
Mohican Suite Park
March 31-April 2
Sign-ups Sum: in ihe UAO
Office on March 13
Cost: $28.00

For more Info call the UAO Office at 372-2343

i

Monday Special $5.20
Chicken Uckin' Buffet.
Inch Salad bar, baked potato, veggie &
unlimited beverage
Brian Frfcl'l

BEST VALUES ON CAMPUS

OPEN 4:30 - 7RM.
•ALL STUDENT MEAL CARDS ACCEPTED

■mwwffwfflfflwmffifflfflffla

Dancing at Lughnasa
HartiSllttSfi«ii«in.l2il!ia
JOEE.BUWSTHUTRE
bH 37231! .HTNfeti
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Local woman Police promote gun turn-in program
charged with
trafficking
wanted guns to avoid the possibility of them being accidentally
discharged.
Guns kept In the home for selfPolice are telling local gun protection are 43 times more
owners to drop their weapons — likely to kill a family member,
friend or acquaintance than to
off at the local police station.
Gun owners can safely dispose kill an Intruder, according to the
of their weapons this Saturday as New England Journal oj Medicine
Firearms kill more people bepart of a
tween the ages of 15 and 24 than
Northwest Ohio
all natural causes combined, acgun turn-In
cording to National Center for
program InvolvHealth Statistics. Firearms are
ing more than
40 different
the No.2 killer of men and women
10
to 34 years ui age -- second
police divisions.
only to motor vehicle crashes.
The "NorAsh said another problem Is
thwest Ohio
guns falling Into the wrong
Gun and Amhands. Ash said.
munition Turn
"People break In IhouBesI and
In." which was
organized by the St. Rose Church steal guns, and then they're back
in Penysburg. will take place be- on the streets." Ash said.
Many people may have guns
tween 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. Saturday. Guns can be turned In at the around the house that they do
Bowling Green Police Division not want or need but have not
had the opportunity to get rid of
during that time.
Police Chief Galen Ash said he them. Ash said. Police are willing
is urging people to turn In un- to go out and pick up fin-arms If

people do not feel comfortable
bringing them Into the police
station.

Doctors there doubted Ryan
could survive and. the Nguyens
say. suggested he be taken off lifesupport and be allowed to die.
Continuing dialysis would be
Immoral. Sacred Heart officials
said, and would only prolong
Ryan's pain. Dr. Hralr Garabedlan, director of the hospital's
neonatal Intensive care unit,
thought Ryan couldn't live more
than a week without dialysis.
In early November, Ryan was
disconnected from dialysis
machines.
"We were both very furious
about it." Mrs. Nguyen said. "We
didn't believe them. We knew that
all the things they were telling us

equipped for handling Infant dialysis, there was no reason not to
offer help.
"Knowing that Ryan was alert,
with a good heart and lungs, and
a strong, loving family allowed for
the early prediction that Ryan
was likely to survive."
Unemployed and emotionally
spent, the Nguyens found
renewed felth. With an outpouring of public support, they also
were able to resettle Just across
the Columbia River. In Vancouver. Wash., to be near Ryan.
The couple have their own
theories about the treatment they
received at Sacred Heart. They
claim the hospital botched the

Aaron Gray
The BC News

Aaron Gray
The BC News

Police seized 15 pounds of
marijuana and arrested one
woman for drug trafficking
Thursday morning after a
search of her Napoleon Road
apartment.
Mavis Darlene Keegan,
2 14 Napoleon Rd..
Apt. 20, was
charged with
trafficking In
marijuana, a
third-degree
felony, after
allegedly receiving a package In the mall
that contained 15 pounds of
marijuana.
Keegan Is being held in Wood
County Jail on a $12,500
bond.
The search was conducted
after an officer from the Toledo
Metro Task Force told Bowling
Green police that a drug dog
had detected narcotics In a
package addressed to Keegan.
The Task Force reportedly
opened It and found four packages of marijuana Inside.
Bowling Green police reportedly staked out Keegan's
apartment and executed a
search warrant at 11 a.m.,
after she received the package.

Police Chief Galen Ash said
the amount of marijuana made
It obvious that Keegan's Intention was to sell It.
"Fifteen pounds Is a pretty
sizable amount.- Ash said.
"That's sure not all for personal use."

"Myf~ing name
was on the box,
and I didn't even
know what was
inside. I couldn't
believe it. I thought
there was only
blankets and
BABY
bottles in the box."
rationed from page one
Mavis Keegan
charged with trafficking
marijuana
Keegan reportedly denied being Involved In drug trafficking.
According to the police report, Keegan told an officer
"My f—lng name was on the
box. and I didn't even know
what was Inside."
"I couldn't believe It." she reportedly said. "I thought there
was only blankets and bottles
in the box."

weren't true ... that he was a vegetable. He was moving his arms
and legs and trying to look at us."
The Nguyens obtained an Injunction from Spokane County
Superior Court on Nov. 22 ordering the hospital to resume dialysis.
They also began searching for a
hospital willing to admit their
baby. They were rejected by three
hospitals before Dr. Randall D.
Jenkins, a pedlatrlc kidney specialist at Emanuel. offered to treat
Ryan.
I knew that the hospital In
Spokane ... lacked a children's
kidney service," Jenkins said.
"Since our hospital Is well

Social Justice Committee. Eventually the guns will be melted
down and made into a sculpture
member of the St. Rose Peace and

'Tve already had several people tell me that
they Ye planning on turning in guns, which
kind of surprised me. I would have thought
the program was a success if we got one or
two."
Galen Ash

Bowling Green police chief
Ash said he has already commemorating those killed by
received positive feedback about guns.
Hoover, whose husband was
the program.
"I've already had several people shot to death In a robbery 23
tell me that they're plannlne on years ago. said she hopes this
turning In guns, which kind of program will raise gun safety
surprised me," Ash said. "I would awareness.
have thought the program was a
"Basically we're talking here
success If we Just got one or two."
Guns will be collected from ail about educating people." Hoover
participating law enforcement said. "And we want to give them a
agencies after Saturday and tak- chance to turn in guns no quesen to Toledo, said Toby Hoover, a tions asked."

baby's delivery and not only
wanted to cover up the alleged
malpractice but also were concerned about the family's Inability
to pay for extensive medical care.
Their lawyer. Russell Van
Camp. Is preparing a lawsuit alleging Sacred Heart violated
Ryan's constitutional rights to
live and Is guilty of negligence.
Van Camp said the case "shows
what the medical profession and
the ethlclsts are trying to do to
us. They have been and they are
making life and death decisions
without the Input of the person
who Is affected or their relatives."

Health Care
Directory
If you would like to be
included in our monthly
Health Care Directory, please
call Tracy Stoll or Colleen
Markwood at 372 -2606

bowling green pregnancy center
(4101 354-HOPE

=*

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS

Information and support available
Single Parent Birth Parent, and Post-Abortion Support Groups
How to's in continuing school, telling parents

CONFIDENTIAL—WE CARE ABOUT YOU
rxt.
tea.

' ma* Cm*. OJ* 4MM

Affordable Chiropractic

w

QPMTFR FOR CHOICE

Conlidwilal Health Care Fw Women
Student fat
Abortion through 20 weoka
Morning Attar Treetmerit
Caring friend or relative allowed
for personal support

0ULD YOU RATHER BE HEALTHY...
OR JUST FEEL GOOD?

suffer from...
Call U$ / If you
•Headaches, Dizziness, Loss of Sleep
Today.
•Neck Pain, Tight Muscles

16 N. Huron
Toledo. OH 43604

•Pain down Arms, Shoulder Pain
•Numbness in Hands or Feet
•Pain Between the Shoulders
•Painful Joints, Nervousness
•Lower Back Pain, Hip Pain, Pain down Legs

Schedule your appointment and learn why more and more

People are choosing Chiropractic
Present your College I.D. and
receive a FREE spinal exam
and 1st Adjustment!
X-rays (if needed-hot included)

The Women's
Health Clinic
372-2271
Bma«j OMI MI WMP*%
Worm'l Ha* CMc

am.mli.ilHiSii.lui
Haunt UmAMpn, Uon-Flt.

1-600-5894005

Parenthood
o o Planned
920 N. Main

EYEWEAR MEANS...
Burlinqlori)tf Burlinqton
Optitdl JlLOplical
r

Bowling Green

SPECIALIZE
IN

354-3540

CONTACT LENSES
• SOFT DAILY & EXTENDED
• SOFT LENSES FOR ASTIGMATISM
. GAS PERMEABLE DAILY & EXTENDED

Dr. Scott R. Sadowakl. O.D.
■ FASHION IYIWUR ■ BVI «XAMINATION5
■ LAMM BBIBCTION OP FASHION DBBIONB* FRAMES
■ LBNSBB DUPLICATED ■ LBNSBS TINTBD

Wm. Brown, D.C.
K. Wells, D.C.

ALLERGY, ASTHMA, AND IMMUNOLOGY

MOST- INSURANCE PROGRAMS

960 WEST WOOSTER

SUITE U.103
SOWING GREEN, OHO 43402

1616 E. WOOSTER
(419)354-6166
1072 North Main Street, B.G.

JAMES C. ROBERTS, SR./M. D.

352-2533

(419)354-1069

T

Colored Ink

TWIN OAKS 8LDG. - SUITE 203
3949 SUN FOREST COURT
TOLEDO, OHIO 43623
1419)4724)759
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Clinton's campaign begins
First Lady travels to Iowa to launch re-election efforts
And a beginning, of sorts, of he has no plans to run. Former
President Clinton's re-election Pennsylvania Gov. Bob Casey has
effort.
put out feelers, too. Including
DBS MCHNES, Iowa - It was
Just Friday, the president In- calls by associates to several New
Valentine's Day and Hillary Rod- sisted it was too soon to worry Hampshire Democratic activists.
ham Cl in ton was In Iowa for a pri- about 1996. Yet as the RepubliDespite his constant disavowvate political meeting with lib- can campaign begins to accel- als. House Democratic leader
erals and labor leaders. Suffice to erate with formal candidate an- Richard Gephardt of Missouri
say it was no
nouncements, the Clinton White looks to many Democrats like he's
House Is gearing up as well. For positioning himself to run If Clinlovefest.
now. discouraging a" Democratic ton appears weak toward the end
"Our folks
challenge Is a higher priority than of the year. Gephardt won the
were frank and
worrying about constant salvos 1988 Iowa presidential caucuses
she was equally
from OOP hopefuls.
and still has deep support here.
frank. If you
Which is what brought Mrs.
Clinton, on the other hand, has
will." was how
Clinton to Iowa.
Iowa Democratno organization to speak of In the
In December, and then again In state, which holds the kickoff
ic Chairman
January, Jesse Jackson visited presidential caucuses next FebMike Peterson
recalled the
Clinton the state and made no secret of ruary.
the fact that he may challenge
In 1992. Clinton didn't bother
session.
"Safe to say she got an earful," Clinton. Late last year there were with the caucuses, because of the
said state AFL-CIO President rumors that Sen. Bob Kerrey of candidacy of Iowa Sen. Tom HarJames Wengert. "It was a very neighboring Nebraska was taking kln. And In 1988, when then-Sen.
soundings, though Kerrey Insists Al Gore sought the Democratic
frank discussion."
nomination, he Ignored Iowa, too.
focusing Instead on the South
v.Ki \uu wiu VJCI \VK:I MI WKI V.UI vuti
and angering many Democratic
activists here In the process.
"If you were going to challenge
the president, there's no doubt
about It that this would be the
place to try," said Peterson, the
President
Kathy Harrison
state Democratic chairman. "On
VP Programming
Amy Kempher
the outside looking In. I would
guess that Iowa would look pretty
VP Membership
Pattie Klein
fertile."
Uliane Bruggeman
VP Publicity
Chats with Democratic activists
Treasurer
Christy Hagerman
and officials In the state only conSecretary
Debbie DiFranco
firm Clinton's vulnerability.
State Sen. Dick Deardon. for
example, said he doesn't expect
-> W IJiM DIM
Clinton to be challenged because

The Associated Press

Women In Communications
proudly presents our
1995-96 officers:

CONGRATULATIONS!

of the cost. But Deardon said he
would support Gephardt if he
were to take the plunge.
Jackson ran fourth at Just 9
percent In the 1988 Iowa caucuses. But he has cultivated labor
support in the state by backing
strikers at the BrtdgestoneFlrestone tire plant, and still has
a small but loyal band of supporters.
"He Is still looking at It." said
John Norrts. who ran Jackson's
Iowa effort In 1988. The liberal
wing of the party Is pretty frustrated with Clinton."
Indeed. Wengert and other participants In the session with Mrs.
Clinton said there were profound
complaints raised over the president's support for the North
American Free Trade Agreement
and the GA'IT global trade accord,
as well as the failure to pass
health care legislation.
Still, Peterson said: "I think she
came away a winner with that
group. I think at this point the
president Is in fairly good shape,
which Is not to say he doesn't
have a lot more work to do here,
mind you."
Mrs. Clinton promised that the
president himself would visit
soon, and the White House Is beginning to assemble an Iowa
campaign team, soliciting advice
from farmer state party chairman
Ed Campbell and several other
veteran Iowa organizers.

Trial

O.J.'s lawyers
issue apology
The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES - It took three members of O.J. Simpson's
Dream Team to present the apology.
Carl Douglas offered the excuse. Lawyers failed to turn over Information, he said, because they were confused, because of an office move, because of the breakneck speed of the trial. He called It
"falling through the cracks."
Gerald Uelmen submitted the plea for forgiveness. 'We appear
before the court as penitents," he said. "We screwed up."
Robert Shapiro shouldered the blame. "If there are sanctions to
be imposed." he said, "those sanctions should not go towards Mr.
Simpson because of his choice of lawyers, but should go to his
lawyers who. In (act. are responsible."
Late Friday. Johnnie Cochran Jr. and Douglas each were fined
$950 for withholding from prosecutors videotaped testimony of
potential alibi witness Rosa Lopez. If they try to Introduce that
testimony later. Judge Lance Ito said he would tell Jurors the lawyers broke the law and caused a delay In the trial.
It wasn't the first time the high-profile defense team was
caught withholding evidence.
In January. Cochran was reprimanded for hiding other witnesses. The Judge told Jurors to ignore what Cochran said about
them In his opening statement and gave prosecutors a rare opportunity to postscript their opening statement.
The offenses raise an Important question for the Judge: If the
lawyers make a mistake, should the client pay?
Prosecutors say yes. After all. It's the client who benefits from
lawyer misconduct. Defense lawyers argue If defendants suffer
because their lawyers goofed. Innocent people will be convicted.
"The first time someone makes a mistake It's easy to give them
the benefit of the doubt," said Loyola Law School professor Laurie
Levenson. "But this Is the second time."
"Give me a break." lawyer Harland Braun said. "You can't tell
me there wasn't one lawyer who sat there while Carl Douglas told
the Judge there was no tape that didn't know there was a tape."

Whoever Said
"the best things in life are free"
probably had a trust fund.

VISA
VPUJS

■you "waztt to be."

Preferred Properties
Management Company
O ViM US.A. Inc. I99S

530 S. Maple

352-9378
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Falcons skate past LSSU, FSU
Pit Murphy
The BC News
In green we trust.
All other lines pay smaller dividends. The tenacious green hne
powered the BG leers to three of
their six goals this weekend In
victories over defending NCAA
champion Lake Superior State
and Ferris State.
BG ended the Central Collegiate Hockey Association regular
season In second place. Its
highest finish since a third-place
spot in 1989-90.
Falcon defenseman Qulnn Fair,
who played for last place Kent
State a year ago, was excited
about the BG finish.
"If I would have stayed at Kent
State. 1 don't think this would
have happened. Then I come to a
club like this and finish where we
did is a great feeling." he said.
The green line of center Mike
Hall, left wing Jason Clark and
right wing Mike Johnson led the
way to BG's revenge of two earlier
drubbings at the hands of LSSU.
With the game tied at two late

Bowling Green's Brett Punc turd (271 sad Ferris State's Brett Coborae watch
as the Bulldog goalie Is a little too slow to react to a Falcon shot. BO won

Falcon center
fills in big hole
John Boyle
The BC News
Freshman Dave Faulkner is
one of the smallest members of
the BG hockey team, but he's
played a big role In the Falcons'
four-game winning streak to
end the regular season.
He's taken advantage of Increased playing time of late,
centering Kevin Lime's line between Brett Punchard and
Dale Crombeen, while Lune
serves out his three-game suspension for fighting.
Faulkner's impact last weekend was Immediate. After
Lune's second-period ejection
against Ohio State. Faulkner
assisted on Crombeen's goal
that broke open a 2-1 game.
The Bracebrldge, Ontario,
native continued his strong
play this weekend with a goal
In both of BG's wins over Lake
Superior and Ferris State.
"David Faulkner had a great
weekend: he played very well."
BG head coach Buddy Powers
said. "He's got some more Ice
time, and he's responded with
It"
"It's the same for everyone —
the more you're on the ice, the
more you're In the game,"
Faulkner said. 'You're giving
hits, taking hits .'.. concentrating better.
"Being on the fourth line and
getting on every eight minutes
or every six shifts. It's tough to
really get In the game — you're
In It with the team, but on the
Ice It's really tough. But I'm
getting some more Ice time
now, and I'm having fun contributing."
Faulkner and fellow fourthllner Jamie Williams have gotten increased Ice time on BG's
penalty kill. The Falcon penalty killers have allowed only 2
goals In the last five games, in
which BG is 4-0-1.
"It's hard to be a freshman

on a veteran club," Powers
said. "It's hard to get your
niche, especially when the older guys play pretty well to start
off because the experience factor Is going to play In thelr
favor. But he's hung In there
and is doing a great Job killing
penalties for us right now, and
that's a big asset for us."

the contest against Ferris State. 3-1.

BG men finish upfaltering
Mike Kazlmore
The BC News
KALAMAZOO. Mich. - Bowling
Green head coach Jim Larranaga
said that the start of the MidAmerican Conference Tournament Is like a brand new season.
It's a good thing for the Falcons
because the regular season was
wrought with disappointments.
The low point of the season

Men's Box Score
BGSU 42

Notes:
• Michigan's Brendan Morrison moved past Brian Holzlnger and won the league
scoring title on the strength of
his six point performance
against Ohio State In Michigan's 10-2 victory over the
Buckeyes Sunday. Holzlnger
finished the regular season
with 44 points In the league,
five behind Morrison. '
• BG's second-place finish In
the CCHA Is Its best since the
1987-88 campaign, when the
Falcons also finished second.
• The Falcons are 43-25-2
all-time In the CCHA playoffs,
including a 29-3 mark at
home.
CCHA
Hockey
League
W L T
Michigan
22 4 1
BowUngGracn 18 7 2
Michigan St
17 7 3
Lake Superior 14 9 4
Miami
13 8 6
Ferris Slate
9 14 4
Western Mich. 9 14 4
Illinois-Chicago 8 16 3
Notre Dame
7 19 1
Ohio State
3 22 2

PO FT
Komivt.
3-11 2-2
Cerlslcr
0-2 0JS
Mllkr
4-7 2-2
Swansea
0-0 <M
Larraaata
3-6 0-2
KHns-Riuala. 6-9 1-2
Daniels
1-7 0-1
Otto
0-2 0-0
Amrheta
0-0 2-2
Ljnch
0-0 0-0
TOTALS:
17-44 7-11
FO%: .386. FT*: .636.3pl

TP
9
0
10
0
6
13
2

R
3
3
6
0
3
8

0
2

1
1
0

2

A Mr.
1 34
0 11
2 28
0 9
0 37
3 27
1 28
0 12
0 6
0 7

0
42
1
FO*: .091

a

loo

West. Mich. 51
Bargsas
Toothm.n
Hsndloftcn
Black
Bums
VaaAbecaaa
Bennett
Johnson

FO
0-4
0-3
6-11
3-15
3-10
4-6
1-1
1-4

FT
(M>
0-0
7-9
2-3
3-3
1-1
0-1
1-2

TP
0
0
19
8
10
9

2
3

R
2
2
13
3
0
3
4
0

A
1
0
3
2
0
0
2
1

Mai
17
16
37
37
29
24
22
\6

TOTALS: 18-34 14-19 51 34 9 20o
FO*: .333. FT*: .737.3pt FO*: .067
Pti
45
38
37
32
32
22
22
19
IS
8

Overall Records: Bowling Green 2310-2, Michigan 27-6-1. Michigan State
22-10-3. Miami 16-14-6, IllinoisChicago 11-20-4. Ferris State 12-18-4,
Western Mich. 17-16-3, Lake Superior
17-11-6, Ohio State 6-27-2, Notre Dame
11-23-1 Alaska-Fairbanks 11-20-1
(Affiliate Member)
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In the game, the green line started Its cycle around the Laker net
Hall gathered a loose puck In the
comer and dropped a pass to cutting wing Clark.
Clark stormed toward Laker
goalie John Grahame. He poked
his own rebound In the net as he
skated through the goal crease.
"Mike Hall turned It over right
In the slot. My Initial move was to
my backhand, and he got his pad
on It. Then It was rolling there,
and I tipped It as I was going by
the net," Clark said.
Clark's goal came with 1:50 left
in the game. LSSU head coach
Jeff Jackson pulled Grahame. but
the Lakers were unable to mount
any quality scoring chances with
the extra attacker.
"Myself, and I think the whole
team, had a bitter taste after going up there ILake Superlorl and
getting smoked for two games.

Tonight we had something to pay
back." Clark added.
"The game was Intense. It was
what I thought It would be." BG
head coach Buddy Powers said.
"We hung In there when It was
close."
Clark, a Junior from Belmont.
Ontario, opened the scoring In
the first period at 3:14 on a one
timer In the slot. The goal was his
15th of the season for Clark.
"They Igreen llne| got the big
goal. They got two big goals for
us," Powers said.
LSSU, who got goals from Dan
Galameau and Wayne Strachan,
had gone undefeated In Its previous 11 games. The Falcon defense shut down the Laker
offense holding them below their
4.22 goal per-game average.
"Our 'D' defended our net real
well and limited their grade 'A'
chances." Powers said.
Sophomore goalie Bob Petrle
made his second consecutive
start and stopped 26 of the 28
Laker shots. Petrle, who has
struggled most of the year, returned to the quick butterfly style
that helped him earn a spot on
the CCHA All-Rookie Team a year
ago.
Powers played Will Clarke In
the net the last time BG played
LSSU. but he felt he had to alter
the Lakers' confidence.
"I wanted to change their psyche a little bit more than our psyche. I think by throwing Bobby at
them It gave them a different look
in the net. He played a great
game." Powers said.
Saturday's senior night spelled
Clarke's return to the Falcon goal
against Ferris State. He saved 27
of the Bulldogs' 28 shots. Johnson scored on a breakaway from
Kelly Perrault In the second
period to put BG up 2-0. Dave
Faulkner and Chad Ackerman
scored the other Falcon gcals.
The defense put In Its third
straight solid effort and held FSU
to one goal.

Men's MAC
Basketball
League Overall
, W L
W L
Miami
16 2
21 3
Ohio
13 3
22 8
Eastern Mich. 12 6
18 8
Ball State
li 7
16 10
Bowling Green 19 t
16 10
Toledo
10 8
16 10
WestemMich. 9 9
14 12
Kent
3 13
8 18
Akron
4 14
8 18
Central Mich. 0 18
3 23
Saturday's Results
Toledo 93, Eastern Mich. 83
Ball State 96, Ohio 85
Miami 68. Kent 33
Akron 80, Central Mich. 71

seemed to have taken place
Wednesday. The Falcons scored
their lowest amount of points In
more than 50 years In a 63-36
debacle against Miami.
BG, however, outdid Itself Saturday by ripping the nets for a
total of 11 second-stanza markers, including three In the final
11 minutes of the game In Its
51-42 loss at Western Michigan.
The only bright spot In the road
loss was that the Falcons kept the
final deficit uder 20 points, something they had failed to accomplish in the previous three outings.
It was the Falcons' seventh conference road loss In nine games.
That doesn't bode well for BG,
16-10 overall and 10-8 In the
MAC, who now has to travel to
Muncle. Ind. to face Ball State
(16-10. 11-7) In Tuesday's MAC
quarterfinal contest.
After shooting 57 percent from
the field In the first half, the Falcons struggled the entire second
session en route to converting
Kllne-Rumlnskl. who was
Joined by Daniels a half-minute
later, either assisted or scored on
15 of BG's next 17 markers to
open up a 19-12 Falcon lead.
"We decided to move Mike
Swanson Into the starting lineup
and bring Antonio Daniels off the
bench ... to give us an offensive
lift," Larranaga said. 'We had no
idea that Shane Kllne-Rumlnskl
was going to be able to play. I
think he played In a lot of pain ...
but he wanted to give it a try.
"We felt that with Antonio and
Shane coming off the bench we
were going to get a lot of help
offensively from them. I thought
that happened In the first half,
but In the second half we Just
were not able to hit the shot. We
got some wide open threes but
kind of rushed them, almost hoping they would go In. They didn't
fall, and that kind of snowballed."
Despite playing In pain the enure contest Kllne-Rumlnskl led
the Falcons with 13 points and
eight rebounds.
WMUs Ben Hadtogten. taking
advantage of KUne-Rumlnskl's

lack of mobility, scorched BG for
19 points while pulling down a
game-high 13 caroms.
Just five of their 23 attempts.
"Any time that you can hold
your opponents to 11 points In a
half you have a pretty doggone
good chance of winning." WMU
head coach Bob Donewald said. "I
think we played very good defensively. That's about as well as we
can play."
Despite their Inability to put
the ball In the basket, the Falcons
led WMU for the first 13 minutes
after Intermission. The Broncos,
however, closed with a 13-3 run
to pull out the win. Most of the
spurt came from a combination of
good Bronco defense and a
less-than-enthuslastlc effort from
the Falcons.
With 7:20 left. Rashod Johnson
picked Antonio Daniels at midcourt and drove In for an uncontested layup. On BG's ensuing
possession, the flustered Falcons
failed to even get a shot off and
turned the ball over on a shotclock violation.
The next Ume down the floor
was even worse as Jason Black

picked off another errant BG pass
(one of 24 Falcons turnovers on
the day) and streaked In for a
layup despite Shane Komlves'
hard foul. Black netted the free
throw to complete the three-point
play and swing the momentum
into WMUs favor.
"We Just stuck to man-to-man
and played hard defense." senior
center' Matt Van Abbema said.
'We were out In the passing lanes
denying all the passes. It's a great
win for us."
"At halfUme we talked about
how Important It was to come out
In the second half and really establish ourselves right away and
execute and we were not able to
do that," Larranaga said. "The
trend with these games on the
road Is that we've come out in the
second half and not played as
well.
"Psycl ologlcally right now were
not playing with the same confidence where you can Just Ignore
the miss - and that's what you
have to do."

Mid-American Conference Basketball Tournament
First round pairings
1. Miami
8. Kent
4. Ball State

M 5. Bowling Green
E
N 3. Eastern Mich.

Friday,

Saturday,

at Savage Hall

at Savage Hall

6. Toledo
7. Western Mich.
2. Ohio
The higher seed holds home court advantage
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BG women trampled by Broncs
Scott Brew*
The BG News
Getting on a roll heading Into
the Mid-American Conference
Tournament was the primary goal
for the Bowling Green women's
basketball team over the second
half of the season. On a roll they
were, but they hit a brick wall In
the second half Saturday against
Western Michigan.
The Broncos dominated all
phases of the game In the second
stanza, outscorlng the Falcons
50-34 and cruising on to an
86-68 victory In Bowling Greens
last regular-season home game.
The outcome does not bode well
for the Falcons, not only because
they go into the tournament with
no momentum, but also because
they will have to face the same
Broncos at 7 p.m. on Tuesday In
Kalamazoo, Mich., In the MAC
quarterfinals.
It has been a steady trend for
the Falcons all season to let a
game slip away In the opening

moments of the second half. Saturday was no different
"We played well the first half,
and then we struggled In the early
part of the second half." Bowling
Green coach Jacl Clark said.
Western continued to capitalize,
and they pulled away little bit by
little bit."
Bowling Green led almost the
entire first half, only to have the
Broncos make a run at the end of
the half to go up by a deuce at
halftlme. The run continued for
the first 10 minutes of the second
half.
Western Michigan assistant
coach Dave Kavem stood In for
head coach Rat Charity after
Charity became 111 m the second
half.
"At halftlme we talked about
really trying to go Inside and get
the ball Into our posts," Kavem
said. "We also talked about dominating the boards offensively. The
second half we were able to come
out and throw some long passes

and get some quick easy baskets."
Five different Broncos ended up
In double digits, led by Dora Kalmar Nagy's 23. Between her and
Megan Boguslawsky (19 points),
the Broncos put on an offensive
clinic In the second half.
They started the half with a
15-4 run as the Bowling Green
defense couldn't deal either with
the Broncos' prolific rebounding
game or their outside shooting.
WMU shot 53.7 percent tor the
game and out-rebounded Bowling
Green, 51-35.
. The Falcons, on the other hand,
could get Into no offensive flow In
the second half. WMU had a constant double or triple team on Michelle Shade, cutting off the focal
point of their offense. Charlotta
Jones had 12 first- half points to
boost the Falcons, but no one
stepped up In the second half.
"Shade and |Sara| Puthoff were
two of our keys." Kavem said.

'We really concentrated on them
Thursday and Friday In practice.
We knew that Michelle was one of
the premier players In the MAC,
and we wanted to limit her opportunities."
Puthoff had only three points In
the game.
The Falcons played well and
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l.Ohio
8. Akron

W 4. Miami
O 5. Kent
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3. Western Mich.
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Friday,
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Saturday,
at Savage Hall
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While
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N 6. Bowling Green
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7. Central Mich.
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The higher seed holds home court advantage
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mann.
"They have worked extremely
hard all year long." Clark said.
"After a while this can wear on
them. But they have had great careers. They have never stopped
playing hard and never given up.
They still think they have a
chance — we do have a chance."

W

Women's Box Score
Mid-American Conference Basketball Tournament BGSU 68
First round pairings

were ahead by four, 30-26. with
six minutes to go In the first half.
But with two starters resting on
the bench, WMU took advantage
and scored the next 10 points and
never looked back.
It also marked the final home
game for Falcon seniors Shade,
Sharleen Hooper and Nicky Hettr..
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BO'a Nicky HeUmmnii geta «w»tted by ■ crowd of Bronco* daring the Falcons' 86-68
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to WMU on Saturday.

HOME FALCON HOCKEY ALL WEEKEND ... FIRST ROUND OF CCHA PLAYOFFS!
DUE FO CCHA POLICY, ADMISSION IS $3 FOR BGSU STUDENTS ... FREE GIVEAWAYS TO FIRST 1000!

Have you Heard the News?
Two Brand New Buildings at

Individuals
recovering from
alcohol and other
drugs, and f amity
- membersof
recovering ~
individuals, uritt

Campbell Hill
For Fall of 1995
•2 Bedrooms

•Full Basements
>Air conditioning

Greenbriar Inc.
224 F Wooster
™~rr~-mr~*--:T'r™-^~.

JOHN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

4

l

March 28, 1995
OLDE, America's Full Service Discount Broker3* is
looking for motivated people to establish a career in
the brokerage business.
OLDE offers:
12-18 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits
If you possess excellent communication skills, general
market knowledge and the desire to excel, sign up for
an on-campus interview on March 28,1995 in the
Career Center.
If you are unable to arrange an interview call:

•Washer/Dryer Hookups

"%WM
A
mi ""i Hum jmi in mi,

Campus Interviews

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments

Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of
complete details and speak with our friendly staffl
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)

352-0717

1800 937-0606
or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
Member NYSE and SITC
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Be A Campus Know - Know
Join..,

Campus
Fact line
Applications for positions beginning
next fall will be available
8 am TOMORROW in the Office
of Public Relations, 806
Administration Building
• Open to all freshman
and sophomores
• Only 50 applications
available
For more Info, contact the Office of Pubic Relations, 372-2616

msseetsu
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Time has arrived for Faldo wins in Miami
coach to answer fans
The Associated Press

It's quite obvious to see why
first-year head hockey coach
Buddy Powers earns a bigger
paycheck than ninth-year basketball coach Jim Larranaga.
Buddy and his boys get the Job
done while, late In the season.
Larranaga still seems to be
scrambling for an application.
And believe me. application
has everything to do with the
men's basketball team's unacceptable season. Larranaga has
not applied a coaching strategy
that Ills his players' talents,
and his players haven't applied
last year's experiences to this
year.
It was supposed to be an "up"
year for BG. All five starters returned from last year's team
and, as a whole, they remained
virtually Injury-free. For some
reason this team didn't Improve, they got worse.
Last year's Falcon squad was
picked to finish seventh but
ended up tying for second with
a Mld-Amerlcan Conference record of 12-6. This year BG was
picked to finish second, but
ended up fifth with a mark of
10-8.
Granted, the league has Improved, but there was no
reason the Falcons couldn't
keep pace. There was no way
BG won 12 games last year
strictly on the element of surprise. There was talent there
and. somehow. It dissipated
this year.
The Falcons have given their
fans road loss after road loss,
embarrassment after embarrassment and to top It all off.
(he squad came out flatter than
roadklll against Miami last
week, scoring Just 16 points In
the second half.
Just when the fans thought It
couldn't get any worse, along
came a Western Michigan truck
which squashed the Falcons by
allowing Just 1! second-half
points.

What happened to the once
promising season?
It Is impossible to think that
each of these hoopster's lndl-

Fuller
vldual talents have escaped
them. A look to the top might
make some sense. There Is one
man. Larranaga. that Is 100
percent responsible for the actions his team creates on the
floor.
Anyone who has watched the
Falcons this season has seen a
lack of consistency and chemistry — attributions that a head
coach Is directly responsible
for.
Since his arrival In the
'86-'87 campaign, not one of
Larranaga's teams have made It
to the MAC championship
game. Last year was his highest
finish. He has amassed an
overall record of 134-120 and a
conference tally of 80-70. His
record In MAC tournament
games Is 4-8.
Is nine years enough time to
realize that Larranaga can't
bring home the trophy?
Larranaga has tailed to produce a quality product for this
campus. He has failed to
extract the best out of his
players and. almost without a
doubt, he will fall to win a MAC
title this year.
The enthusiasm and emotion
tanks have been hovering Just

shy of empty. The on-court confusion seems to rear Its ugly
head more and more. Larranaga needed to see this and
make adjustments, but all year
long the decisions and adjustments Just haven't clicked.
During the Akron game. BG
used their scramble defense
over a four-minute stretch
They caused about six turn
overs and went on a 16-0 run
After the game, Shane Kline
Rumlnskl said the scramble
always gets the team pumped
Since the game BG has very
rarely used the scramble defense.
During the Western Michigan
game. Larranaga decided to
slow things up. even though his
squad was ahead and has proven In the past that It plays better at quicker tempos. BG got
stomped by the Broncos with a
16-3 run.
While all these arc coach's
decisions, back-to back
16-point and 11-point halves
don't even require a coach. If
you want to see a team perform
this poorly. Just take a walk to
theRec.
Communication could also be
a problem. Larranaga has never
seemed to be too fond of the
media. The one thing he has
done consistently all season Is
avoid answering direct questions. He completely disregarded MAC regulations and refused to talk to the media after
the Miami contest.
Larranaga can handle the
media any way he pleases (as
long as he shows up), but If his
communication skills with the
media are any reflection of his
communications with his
players, his teams will never get
anywhere.
It may not be time to start
knocking on I.arranaga'8 door,
but It Is time for Mr. Zwlerlcln
to dust off the microscope that
Jack Gregory never used.

MIAMI -- Nick Faldo won his
first tournament In the United
States since the 1990 Masters,
shooting a 3-under-par 69 and
surviving a drive into the water on
the 18th hole Sunday to win the
Dora) Ryder Open by one stroke.
Faldo. playing the PGA Tour
full-time this year for the first
lime since 1989. put his tee shot
Into the water on the final hole,
but then reached the green with a
3-wood and two-putted for bogey.
He finished at 15-under273.
Greg Norman, needing only a
par to force a playoff, then hooked
his second shot Into the water on
the 18th and had his third bogey
of the day after playing the first
three rounds without one. He
closed with a 73 for a four-day
total of 274.
Peter Jacobson had a chance to
tie on the final green, but his
75-foot birdie try missed by about
two Inches. He also finished at
274 after a final-round 73.
Faldo. who began the day three
shots back, took the lead for the
first time with a birdie on the
par-4 14th hole. A bogey by Norman on the same hole gave Faldo
a two-shot lead.
Norman drove Into a bunker on
No. 16. but hit within 10 feet on
his next shot from 75 yards out
and made the birdie to draw
within one. He Just missed an
11-fool birdie try on No. 17. then
put his tee shot Into the heavy
rough on the final hole.
From 180 yards away, his second shot hooked 40 feet left of the
green and splashed In the water.
"I knew the shot was In the
water as soon as I hit It. I felt the
club twist In my hand," Norman
said. "There was a big clump of
grass right behind the ball. It was
Just sitting In the wrong place."
That left Jacobsen with the only
chance to tie. and his birdie attemptjust missed.
"Having that putt on the last
hole Is what you always dream
about. You don't expect It to go In.
but It would be a storybook finish." said Jacobsen. who was trying for his third victory of the
season.

HUM

AP rtaoto /JMTTUJ Boas
Cochian drive* from the eighth tee of the Dora! Open

If You See This
Woman...
Bs_SLjisToWishHerA

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
y

The BG News
Sales Staff

Here's the >-/

nj CONGRATULATIONS TO

U Denise Hrabak
BG News Production Staff Member of the Week
p
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MACARONI AU FROMAGE

THE RED HAIRED MANIAC IS RACK!
CARROT TOP!
MAR. 12, 7pm, Anderson Arena
Tickets on sale now: $12 floor
scats, $8 bleacher scat
In UAO office, 330 Union

IBUJIRSAIB

Sponsored
by: UAO
SOLD
PANHEL
OCC
WFAL

(EAT WITH GUSTO FPU ABOUT 5I« PER SERVING.)
2 cups macaroni (pinwheels are fun)
1 oup sharp Cheddar (graced)
1/2 stick butter
1 tsp Worcestershire (if you like)

1
3
1
1

cup
:bs
tsp
tsp

milk
flour
pepper
salt

Cook macaroni in 5 cups salted, boiling water for
15 minutes or until al dente. Drain. In a separate
pot, melt butter and mix in flour over low heat.
Then, stir in milk until smooth. Add cheese, salt,
pepper and Worcestershire. Stir well. Smother
macaroni. Serves 4.

mra

Note: For your nutritional convenience,
Citibank Classic cards are accepted at
over 12 million locations, including
grocery stores.

Call 2-7164 or 2-2343 for Info.

You're in Luck
There are still apartments available:
• Field Manor Apartments -1 left
• Frazee Avenue Apartments - 3 left
• 334 N Main - 2 left
• Buff Apartments - Call
Call or stop in for a complete listing of available apartments & houses
© 1995 CiMw* (Soolh D*ou). NA

224E.Wooster

GTGQff\QTl3iT IHC

352-0717
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Strike talks
stalled again
agency probably would seek an
Injunction restoring all the old
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. - Talks work rules - Including salary
between striking players and arbitration.
owners broke off again SunFlayers say they would end
day, making It likely that re- the strike If a federal Judge Isplacements will be playing on sues the Injunction.
opening day.
"I think the most construc"Without a miracle," Colora- tive thing the NLRB can do In
do Rockies chairman Jeny any collective bargaining Is to
McMorrts said, "major league stay out of It," management
players will not be on the field lawyer Chuck O'Connor said.
opening day."
Both sides kept lower-level
Both sides had agreed this delegations at the talks, but
weekend was critical If players Fehr and McMorrls left town.
were to end their 6 1/2-month McMorrls said he expected
strike by the scheduled start of little bargaining until after this
the season on April 2. The 900 week's owners' meeting In
unsigned players need a week Palm Beach, Fla.
to negotiate contracts and
"I'm disappointed for all of us
three weeks of practice to be that we were not able to make
more progress than we did."
ready.
There's a pretty clear Indi- McMorrls said, "but I would
cation to me the owners have say that at our glacier pace we
already decided to blow off the did make some progress."
beginning of the season."
Since the sides gathered last
union head Donald Fehr said.
Monday, the mood swung back
Players and owners were an- and forth. The first three days
gered by the proposals each were civil but didn't delve Into
made on Saturday. For now. details.
there wasn't much for them to
Players proposed a 25 pertalk to each other about.
cent tax that would start at
Owners began exhibition 133 percent of the average,
games last week with replace- which was $54.1 million last
ment players and minor year. McMorrls termed It "disleaguers willing to play and say appointing."
they're prepared to open the
Management's plan would
season with them, even If at- have affected 15 teams last
tendence Is cut substantially.
season: the union's proposal
"The game's going to go on." would have affected only the
said McMorrls. who took over Detroit Tigers, whose payroll
as the owners' lead negotiator was $56.78 million.
after acting commissioner Bud
Fehr said the weekend's
Scllg left Thursday night. "The
only question Is, 'Which events convinced hltn to go
players are going to be on the home. He said Sellg told him
field?- We can't let this paralyze earlier In the week that he
the whole Industry and the should see his family more
whole country as far baseball." often.
The Associated Press

The focus of the talks probably will shift to the National
Labor Relations Board, which
this week Is expected to rule on
the union's unfair labor practice charges. If the NLRB Issues a complaint against
owners, which Is expected, the

"After thinking It over and
given where we are, I've decided I'm going to take Bud's
advice." Fehr said during a
Sunday morning news conference. "We will have a bargaining committee that's here. I'm
going home to see the family."

Tigers topple Tribe, 6-3
The Associated Press
WINTER HAVEN, Fla. - Everyone knew this might happen.
Major league owners. In fact, have
been praying for It.
Replacement players for the
Detroit Tigers and Cleveland Indians got together Sunday and
actually played pretty decent
baseball, with the Tigers winning
6-3 for their first victory of the
spring.
The game, played on a perfect
day, featured sharp hitting, crisp
defense and hustle on the basepaths.
The biggest surprise of all might
have been the pitching of
36-year-old Dave Gumpert, the
Detroit starter. Gumpert, who
hadn't pitched since 1987. allowed two hits In his three Innings.

All of that was a great delight
for his mother, two aunts and an
uncle who were visiting from
western Michigan where Gumpert Is athletic director and baseball coach at Bloomlngdale High
School.
"He sent out a lot of applications," said his mother. Donna
Revllla of South Haven, Mich. "I
was nervous about It when he
told me he was trying to play
again. But It's nice that he did.
because It gives him a second
chance."
Gumpert was a Detroit prospect when the Tigers drafted him
in 1981. He got his first shot at
the majors In 1982. but washed
out rather quickly, leaving behind
an ERA of 27.00 In five games.
"I was nervous today. But I was
nervous when I was younger,
too," Gumpert said. "I don't think

I'll be disappointed I did this. If
things go well for another three or
four outings. I wouldn't be afraid
to pitch In the major leagues
even."
Gumpert was followed by Edgar
Vazquez, David Marcon. Pat Miller and Greg Everson. who earned
a save.
The Tigers, who made a combined seven errors in losing their
first two games, made only two
against the Indians. Offensively,
the Tigers had three doubles, a
triple and a solo homer by Manuel
Garcia. Brian Sullivan had three
hits, two RBIs and scored twice.
Garcia was a last-minute starter after Chris Brown had to be
scratched because of a sore back.
This Is the same Chris Brown who
once told the San Francisco
Giants he couldn't play because
he slept on his eye wrong.

AF Pholo /CkarlM Kmpa

Detroit'* Paul Blalr avoid* the tag of Cleveland'* Ever Magallane* during the Tiger*'6-3 win Sunday.

Johnson sets
world record

Don't get caught
Sleeping...

The Associated Press

Free Heat, Water, Sewer, with the
Extra Bonus of Being close to Campus!

ATLANTA - Michael Johnson has another round of ammunition for any public relations firm Interested In promoting him.
The confident Johnson, who
has been Interviewing prospective PR companies, obliterated

228 South College - 1 bdrm.
320 Elm - 1&2 bdrm.
222 South College - 1 bdrm.
309 High - 2 bdrm.
222 South College - Eff.

NEWLOVE

The Rental
Agency voted #1
by the BG News
for 1994!

delivery on or off campus...

See RECORD, page eleven

-- Pedro Borbon warming up In
the bullpen. The plump, 48-yearold reliever did not. get Into the
game for the Reds, though.
— A dream matchup of nicknames: Dennis "Speedboat"
Jones pitching against his
brother. Eugene "Motorboat"
Jones.
- Reds left fielder Matt Bragga
losing track of a home-run ball
and running face first Into the
wooden wall, leaving it indented
with Imprints. He showed up In
the clubhouse for the first time
before the game, prompting coach
Ray Knight to ask. "Hey. kid,
what position do you play?"
Sagga. naturally, did not have a
name on his Jersey when he took
Ihe field. The Reds. 0-4 In spring
training and still scrambling to
line up players, sent one guy to
the plate without a name or
number on his back, drawing
hoots from the fans.
The Blue Jays, with a roster
made up entirely of replacement
players, tied the game on Pat
Woodruffs three-run homer In
the sixth Inning. He's been a
singer In a band since leaving pro
baseball In 1991. but was a
backup quarterback on the Nebraska team that won the 1983
Oranae Bowl.
Bragga got turned around on
Woodruffs high fly and smacked
into the wall.

HUAO - USG - <DKT- UAO - USG - <MCT - UAO USG - <t>KT - UAO - USG -rMCTC
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Having a Hard Time Finding
a Parking Spot On-Campus

O

CO

o
<

For More Information Call 2-2343
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$5 orders due March 10..

VCANCER
? SOCIETY*

":
'

FROM (For the gift card)_
#of bouquets:_
PHONE #:.
Mail with Check to: (order* due Mar. 10)
Daffodil Day c/o Beta Theta PI BCSU or American Cancer Society P0 box 47 Bowling Green. OH 43402

k

=> UAO - USG - OKT - UAO - USG - <DKT - UAO - USG - OKT - UAO - USG - <DKTH

Mlairo 13

DAFFODIL DAYS MARCH 13 & 14
Delivery to any Wood County location. State BCSU or name of city. Order bouquet for yourself
NAME:
ADDRESS(9»mto5pm):
FROM (For the gift c*rd)_
#of bouquets:.
PHONE #:_
ADDRESSO am to 5 pm):_
NAME:

c
co

Proceeds a
Benefiting: e
David's
H
House of
I
C
Toledo
>
o
Win President Olscamp's Parking Spot For a day for only $.50
c
Raffle Tickets on sale beginning March 6th - March 10th in the
CO
o
University Union Foyer or the OFF - Campus Student Center

Sponsored by
Into The Streets
& Beta Theta Pi...

IAAAERJCAN

9

5°«Kf

more than a bouquet of flowers.
benefits American Cancer Society..

his world indoor record In the
men's 400-meter dash Saturday, clocking 44.63 seconds at
the USA-Mobil Indoor Championships.
Now. he is getting ready to
challenge Butch Reynolds'
outdoor mark.

Glenn Sullivan had a double
and triple for Detroit. Brian Sullivan scored from second with
some heads-up running In the
two-run fifth, sliding under the
tag for a 3-0 lead.
Left-fielder Tommy Dunbar,
who had been coaching In the
Reds' organization the past two
years, made a nice catch on the
same type of flyball that eluded
him in Friday's opener at Vero
Beach.
The Indians, who got a two-run
double from Joe Biasuccl while
scoring three runs In the ninth off
Pat Miller, got nice defensive
plays from second-baseman
Shane Turner and third-baseman
Mike Sarbaugh.
Greg Pcrschke. 0-1, was the
loser.
The crowd at Chain O' Lakes
Park was announced as 2.122,
which looked accurate. The stadium has a capacity for 7.000
fans.
Blur Jays 5. Reds 3
PI-ANT CITY. Fla. ~ The 750 or
so fans at Plant City Stadium
were entertained, for sure.
The crowd seemed to be laughing more than cheering or booing
Sunday as balls were bouncing
on Ihe ground and players were
banging off the walls during the
Toronto Blue Jays' 5-3 win over
the Cincinnati Reds.
The teams combined for eight
errors, but this exhibition offered
even more. There was the sight of:

JftKESrjMti
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Four teams share ACC title
The Associated Press

Cavs knot league with 92-67 win

CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. -- Virginia tied up the Atlantic Coast
Conference like It never has been.
The 13th-ranked Cavaliers beat
No. 6 Maryland 92-67 Sunday
and the ACC finished In a fourway Oe for first place for the first
time in Its 41 -year history.
Wake Forest, North Carolina.
Maryland and Virginia all finished
the regular season with 12-4 records and that's the way they will
be seeded by tiebreakers when
the conference tournament gets
under way this week In Greensboro. N.C.
Virginia (21-7) won for the
ninth time In 10 games as Junior
Burrough scored 24 points, Harold Deane added 19 points and 14
assists and freshman Curtis Staples had 18 points, all on 3-polnters. Deane's 14 assists tied the
school record.
Maryland (22-6) was never able
to get untracked offensively In
having a four-game winning
streak snapped. Joe Smith led the
Terrapins with 25 points, but Virginia's physical defense shut
down everyone else and the game
wasn't close over the entire second half.
Kansas 78. Oklahoma St. 62
LAWRENCE, Kan. - Jacque
Vaughn and Billy Thomas led No.
3 Kansas to Its 42nd Big Eight
Conference championship Sunday with a second-half charge
that earned the Jayhawks to a
78-62 victory over No. 18 Okla-

RECORD
Continued from page ten

and Charles O'Bannon added 16
for UCLA which shot 58 percent
(33-Ior-57) from the field.
DeJuan Wheat scored 14 of his
18 points In'the second half to
pace Louisville while Samakl
Walker had 14. Osbome 11 and
Eric Johnson 10. The Cardinals
hit 46 percent (30-for-66) of their
shots.

"I think 43 (seconds) Is possible for me," Johnson said,
after smashing his three- weekoldTecordof44.97.
Reynolds set the world outdoor record of 43.29 In 1988.
Johnson doesn't feel he Is
fully appreciated despite some
remarkable accomplishments,
and that's why he Is seeking
someone to market him properly.
He was ranked No. 1 In the
world In the 200 and 400 In
1994. It was the third time he
received that honor In the 200
and the fourth time In the 400.
He has not lost. Indoors or
outdoors, In the 400 since
1990, winning 40 consecutive
races. Last year, he was voted
the outstanding male track
and Meld athlete In the world
and winner of the Jesse Owens
Award as the sport's No. 1 athlete, male or female, in (tin
United States.
He was the world outdoor
200 champion In 1991 and the
world outdoor 400 champion
In 1993.
This year, he might try for an
unpreceddented 200-400
sweep at the World Outdoor
Championships at Goteborg,
Sweden, In August.
There have been people who
could make the |U.S.| team In
both of them, but there hasn't
been anyone who had the talent to be ranked No. 1 In the
world [in both)." he said.
Johnson, with his unique
style of running — a straight
up-and-down hand-motion
resembling a wooden soldier
and his back arched — has
both the speed and endurance
to be a champion In both
sprints.
Johnson, 27, was quite certain that he would smash the
400 record Saturday.

UCLA outscored Louisville 18-4
homa State.
The Cowboys' star center in the final 2:29 to turn back the
Bryant Reeves went scoreless for upset bid and defeat the Cardinals for the fifth straight time.
the first time In his career.
Louisville (16-13) rallied from
In only the second titledeciding regular season finale the 53-36 with 15:41 to go to 73-69
Big Eight has seen In 50 years. on Jason Osbome's 3-polnter
Kansas overcame a brilliant from the right wing with 2:52 to
45-polnt performance by Randy goBut Louisville turned the ball
Rutherford, who set the Big Eight
Michigan St. 67. Indiana 61
over on Its next three possescareer record for 3-polnters.
EAST LANSING. Mich. It's the fourth conference title sions, and UCLA answered with s Shawn Respert scored 24
In five years for Kansas.
Charles O'Bannon's rebound points, Including four free throws
The 7-foot Reeves, who had 33 baskets and two free throws each In the last 30 seconds Sunday, a?
points and 20 rebounds In Okla- by George Zldek and Tyus Edney IOIh ranked Michigan State held
homa State's 79-69 victory over to open an 81-69 advantage with off Indiana 67-61 to move back
Kansas last month, suffered one 1:28 remaining In the game.
Into a tie for first place In the Big
Bailey finished with 17 points Ten.
of the most miserable games of an
outstanding career. Reeves Is one
of only five Big Eight players with
2,000 points and 1.000 rebounds.
Hounded by 7-foot-2-lnch Greg
Ostertag, the Big Eight career
leader In blocked shots. Reeves
finished with no points, four fouls
and six turnovers.
UCLA 91, Loutaville 73
LOUISVILLE. Ky. - Ed O'Bannon scored 25 points, and Tyus
Edney added 20 as top-ranked
UCLA dominated the Inside In
turning back Louisville 91 -73 and
winning Its 11th straight game
Sunday.
UCLA (23-2) held a commanding 40-22 advantage In rebounds,
and scored numerous baskets on
I nit harks and dunks. Toby Bailey
had 11 rebounds to lead the
Bruins' Inside attack that scored
25 second-chance points.

San Antonio
slams Rockets
The Associated Press
SAN ANTONIO - David Robinson scored 31 points Sunday
afternoon to lead the San Antonio
Spurs to a 124-103 victory over
the Houston Rockets, the eighth
straight win for the Spurs.
San Antonio, the NBAs hottest
team, has won 11 consecutive
home games and 17 of Its last 19
games and are 32-7 since Dennis
Rodman returned to the team on
Dec. 10.
Sean Elliott scored 21 points.
Avery Johnson provided 17 points
and 10 assists and Chuck Person
16 points for San Antonio, which
pulled within 1 1/2 games of

Midwest Division-leading Utah.
Hakeem Olajuwon led the
Rockets with 25 points and Clyde
Drexler added 22 points and a
team-high eight rebounds. Houston lost Its fourth straight game
nd Is 6-6 since the trade to acquire Drexler from Portland on
Feb. 14.

Miami 103. Washington 90
MIAMI - Ledell Eackles scored
17 points as Miami's bench outscored the Washington bench
41-18 in a 103-90 victory Sunday.
The Miami victory kept the Bullets from their first three-game
winning streak of the season.

'

APRIL 22 - 23, 1995
SIGN-UP IN THE BGSU, UAO OFFICE

Attention Spring Breakers!
LET'S Party!
Panama City from $139

Hotels Include:

Quad

Boardwalk Beach $149
Holiday Inn
$169

Triple

$189
$209

Double

$269
$299

Daytona from $159
Cancun from $399
Bahamas from $369
International Trips Include;

& Every Tuesday All Day
5 \
«•% Not available for deli very. D ine-in or carry-out orJy. tf\

i ~

Round Trip Air
Airport/Hotel Ground Transfewrs
Daily Free Drink Parties!

• *
aioN-ur now ..■'.(
wansaacrs

North American

1995 AOII LEADER'S COUNCIL

U.S.G. * *

President
Vice President Administration
Vice, President Education
Recording Secretary
Corresponding Secretary
Treasurer
Chapter Relations
Public Relations
Social
Scholarship
New Member Educator
Panhellenic Delegates

TODA rS TEAM OF EXCELLENCE
FOR A BETTER TOMORROW...

$10S/PER8ON
DfCUJDBS:
»■. 0 II MIT—
ZSSSmtSSkm t

Jeff President
Stefancic
Matt Jordan

BUR8ARABLE

■ Runners In Hico, Went Virgin*

Vice-President

Join Jeff and Matt in supporting
the following candidates for
Senator-at-Large...

X
X
/

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Call 353-BWWW
bw-3B.G.
176E.Wooster
Bowling Green,Ohio

Chuck Conrad
Brian Dicken

Ritual
Rush

Tina Poeppelman
Karen Pichler
Denise Hare
Julie Prechtal
Kerne Rohr
Amy White
Joy Monter
Teri Krieg
Sara Lang
Nichole Herman
Cathy Cantrill
Dawn Hoffman
Tracey Scherpenberg
Kalhy Bamber
Jenny Kelch

CABINET
Activities
Alumnae Relations
Awards
Environmental
Historian
Intramurals
Keystone
Philanthropy
Sisterhood
Song & Spirit
To Dragma Reporter
Special Events

Nathan Green
Alan Grottle
Missy Ledesma
Christopher Partridge
Todd Phelps

Sharon Tucker
Jessica Masterson
Lisa Hammer
Janeen Mccrey
Melissa Guzik
Angie Ross
Erin Milligan
Holly Jo Marzetti
Deanna Plumb
Kristen Menard
Kim Demaree
Stephanie Melnick

Marc Ross
Ron Russel
G. Jack Thetgyi

Take this ad and your student I.D with you when you vote.
U.S.Q. Election: March 7-8.1995
Union 9am-5pm ft Library 4pm-11pm

£V

BUFFALO WILD WINGS & WECK

Endless Summer Tours
^__^__ 1-800-234-7007

ARC AVAILAB1X II

Tim Harden, ajunlor at Kentucky, matched the meet record of 6.54 in the men's 60.

the best
thing to do on V
tuesdays...
V

Maryland'■ Duana Simpklna (10) drive, paat a Virginia player daring the Cavaliers 93-67 upaet win.

Beachfront Accomidations!
Dail Free Drink Parties!
Wristbands for Discounted Club Asmissions!

ING*
••

AP Ffcoto /Halt Ontry

When he first broke It last
month at Reno. Nev.. he ran on
a slow board track. Saturday,
the Georgia Dome offered him
a softer, bounder surface, and
Johnson capitalized on It. beating runner-up Derek Mills by
nearly a full second.
Mills was overwhelmed by
Johnson's performance.
"Unbellevablel" he said. "It
was the kind of race you like to
sit and watch. Unfortunately. I
was in It. behind him."
While Johnson was overpowering the field In the 4O0,
Lance Deal was dominating
the 35-pound weight throw.
Deal. 33, shattered the world
best three times, raising it to
81 feet, 11 1/2. then 82-11
3/4. and Anally 84-10 1/4.
"About a week ago. I was
lying in bed thinking... the last
few years IVe been Inching this
record up." Deal said. "I asked
my wife INancyl, If It was better
to go out and do your best or to
Inch It up.
"1 decided to come here and
throw the stuffing out of It."
Deal's remarkable series,
which also Included throws of
73-6 1/4. 80-7 and 82-4 1/4.
enabled him to win the men's
overall title in the Mobil Indoor
Grand ftlx for the second time
In three years and $40,000.
Meanwhile, two American
records were broken — Sheila
Hudson-Strudwlck adding 2
1 /4 Inches to her triple Jump
mark, soaring 46-8 1/4. and
Carlette Guldry-Whlte lowering the women's 200 record by
.01 second to 22.73.
Five other Individual meet
records were broken and one
equalled.

I

Be Safe, Don't Drink & Drive

Classifieds
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CAMPUS EVENTS
•UMVERS1YYMCA'
Come Join the Funl
Tuesdays* 1 IS BABIdg
The party starts at °pm

Pregnant? We can hefc>. Free and confldenttol pregnancy test, support, and information BG Pregnancy Center. Cat
3S4-HOPE.

* Everyone is Welcome' *

•IJNJVERSTTYYMCA*

•ATTENTION OSEA"

110BAMarch6. 1995
6:00-7:30

Come Join the Fun!
Tuesdays In 116 BAbldg.
The party starts at 9pm

ARO-CAIWKAN MlSSw
Tonight at NE Commons
7pm
RB Performance for c#
Also Audience Participation
AFBO-CARIBBEAN ENUMBU
AMD
Student C hooter Meeting
When: Wednesday. March 8 at 8:30
Where: Galena at AHE
AGENDA: OHO
Important MMtlng-AI Welcome
ATTENTION MAY GRADUATES
Place your order tor cap and gown by
March 31, 1995 Please place your order at
the gift counter In the University Bookstore
or by calling 2-2851. If ptocing your order
by phone you must know you cap size
Graduation announcements are available
at the Bookstore
ATTENTION
MORTAR BOARD members
Happy Hours wH be • BW-3's
on March 6th at 6pm
Attendance Is mondatory

A»enBonABPt*oeoe^rtt*>rVMInoii "
Know many other majors/minors? If not
(even
* If you do) then come and meet at 301
Shaftel Hal on Tuesday at 8:00 pm far
free pteoond pop. Find out who the other
phtosophy majors/minors are. Find other
people with the same interests in
philosophy. Just come for the free pizza
Think About mi
BGSU ADVERTISING CLUB
Mon.March6S8pmlnl011BA
Speaker Dan Tlschler. Creative Director

CAMPUS WIDE SEARCH
We need leaders ■ we needyoul
OKCTO* POSITIONS IN UAO
NOW AVAILABLE IN MO UNION
DKBACKMAH.9
INTERVIEWS MAR. 11.
Positions available are:
Campus films, campus sales, contemporary issues, games, mini-courses, outdoor
recreation performing arts, pubic relations. pubBcatlore. publicity, special
events, spoflght entertainment, travel and
cultural awareness
APflYYOOWaj
Cal 2-2343 for Info.

Don't be left out in the cokf!
The newly formed BG HEALTH CLUB
(Hearing Expand All Lifestyles Through
Healthy Habits) presents DR. STEVE HOROWITZ BGSU Professor, speaking on CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN HEALTH PROMOTION. Tues. March 7, at 8pm 110 BA BuldIng. For Into call 353^017
FALCON RADIO AM MO WF AL's
•ALLS OUT BINGO
Lkrlen Match 7, from o-Bpm to
The Bio Hairy Posse to win priiesl
Pick up your bingo card at the
WFAl studio In West Hal
From your modem rock authority
FAICONRAWO.WFAL
FASHION MERCHANDISING ASSOCIATION
'The Style Fles'
Design and Fashion Show
March 7,1995 7:30 p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
FREE Admission • All Welcome
he'sbaaock...
CARROT TOP
get your tickets before they're gone!
lit tool seats
$B bleacher teats
put em on your bursar bl»
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT ROOM 330 UNION
sponsored by UAO, SOLD, WFAL PANHEL
OCC
call 2-7164 or 2-2343 for Info
Into The Streets
Want to do community service? Join
us for our next meeting Wed., March 8,
at 9.00 PM In 105 BA. Free Subway subs!
New members welcome.
Communfty Service
JOURNALISM SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATIONS
are available In 319 and 302 West Hall
DEADLINE- MARCH 10,19M.
Summer Workshop: POLS JfS - The Politics
of Obscenity. Drug Legalization and CMI
Rights (Dr. Ronando Holland) we" meet from
May 22 to June 2. There is an error in the
Summer Course Catalog as to the ending
date of this workshop.
THE MIGHTY MIGHTY BUS TRIP
Bom
FALCON RADIO WFAL
listen and win a trip to
Columbus
to tee the
MIGHTY MIGHTY BOSSTONB
March 10 of the Newport Music Hal
WELLNESSWF.EK
Student Recreaton Center
Discover Yoga
Monday, March 6
7-8pm. Archery/Golf Room
Country Une Dancing class
Tuesday. March 7
8-9pm Activity Center
1 on 3 tatketoal Tournament
Thursday, March 9
8-1 lpm Activity Center
Sign up m Ihe SRC Main Office by March7

LOST* FOUND
FOUND
Watch, found on 2/22/95 near Offenhauer
Parking Lot. 354-2063

W<'«'M> S|M'«-i:ils

*£L»
Bar-B-Q Ribs
Dinner

SERVICES Of FERED
Catholc Answers SASE for 25 reasons
completely refuting Bible Only' Theory.
P.O. Box 127 Portage, OH 43451.
eOtNOTODAYTONA?
$1 je/person. Booking direct
Saves) Suites, kitchenettes, al
beachfront in the heart of Spring
Break!! l-e00-te«-742J

£gg^ Dinner

or
Meatball Sub

Prime Rib
*

Uim

Seafood
Buffet

Attention: Student teachers
teaching Fal Semester: If t lime for
required It Skin Tests Cost S6
Location: BGSU Student Health Service
Refer to dales that correspond with
Ihe Initial of your last name.
S-Z.Tues.Mar.7;5-7pm

Attention: TRUET
Caspersoa Ferrettl Danyl. Baiter, Kodak p can't wait M a Panama City repeat -11
more days.
Love. Colorado CHnT and Pose Iden Shoney

WANTED
"FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE"
1.2. or 3 subleasers needed for summer.
House on comer of Jackson and Napoleon.
S127.00/mo . utl. M or F. Big Yard.
353-6122-SarahorJune.
1 - 2 M/Roommates needed for 95/96
schooryear. Great Price.
C a 1372-4284, Gary or Matt.
2 male roommates for apt.
for 95/96 year
Cal Mire at 352-6142
2-3 subieasors needed for summer 2 bdrm
apt. Clean, fumehed - ample parking.
laundry facilities. Col Lisa at 354-7063.

KAaastlEADDH
MANDATORY ATTENDANCE TO ONE Of
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION SESSIONS
WED MAR 29 9:15 P.M. - 114 BA BLDG.
THU MAC X 9:15 P.M. -114 BABLDG.

3-4 summer tubleatert needed for a 3 bedroom house including porch. Close to
campus, coll offer 5:00pm. 352-1686.

KAMASCOIt
PICK UP AN APPLICATION NOW AT
405 STUDENT SERVICES OR MEMORIAL
HALL TICKET OFFICE. DEADLINE MARCH 17.

Person(s) to split lease. Move In Jan. to May
or Jan. to Aug. '96. Univ. Clt. 2 bdrm
S450/mo. Heal & water Incl. Col 352-S092.

BE A POMMBBTTTB
MANDATORY ATTENDANCE TO ONE OF
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION SESSIONS
WEDMAB15 915P.M -114 BABLDG.
THU MAR 169.15P.M.-1I4BABLDG.

Female Subleaser needed for '95-'96
Townhouse w/ 2kg. BR's. 2 car garage. Fully furnished. SI 70/mo.-tuft Cot 354-5512.

Subleases needed for 5 bedroom house
on E. Wootter up to 5 people needed to
sublease for summer of '95. Cal for more
information 353-0125.

HELPWANTED

Check out our New'95 Swlmwear
CoHegtate Connection
531 Ridge St.
352-8333
DISNEY IS COM INCH
DtSNEYISCOMINOll
Wednetday.Mar.e1tt
7:00pm-1007 BABklg.
2-24*1 detain
DUNPflSCOMINGII
DISNEY IS COMING1I

FALCON RAD IO AM etO WF AL S
BALLS OUT BINGO
listen March 7, from e-epm to
The Big Hairy Posse to win priiesl
Pick up your bingo card at me
WFAL studio In West Han
From your modem rock authority
FALCON RADIO. WFAL
HAPPY BRTKJAY NAJAHI
Thanks for all your
hard work on the Obsidian.
Colleen & Barb
INTRAMURAL INDOOR SOCCER OFFICIALS
NEEDED: MUST HAVE EXPERIENCE. MANDATORY CUNIC - MARCH a 7-10PM. PICK UP
APPLICATION AND TEST AND RETURN TO
130 FIELD HOUSE BY MONDAY, MARCH 6,
1995.
Jackie
Happy 21st Bkthaayl Don't drink too
much tonight or you'I end up on Ihe
couc h with Ed aoarr
Love: Suzanne, D.J., Duane,
and Honey (the smety one).
Need Money for Colege?
Recorded message gives details: Cal (419)
423-4211. or write Jean Kraft, M.Ed. 862 W.
Btgelow, Suite E-9. Flndlov. OH 45840.
PERSONAUZED GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS

S1750 weekly possible
mailing our circulars
For Into call 202-298-9065.
250 COUNSELORS & NSTRUCTORS needed!
Private, coed summer camp In Pocono
Mtni..
NE Pennsylvania Lohtran. Box 234BG.
Kenlrworth. NJ 07033. (908) 276-0°v8.
ALASKA CANNERY JOBS
Big Cash Big Challenge, Big Experience
Call for Info: (808) 742-7100.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-Fthing mdustry. Eran to S3.000-S6.000 plus/month &
benefits. Mote/Female. No experience
necessary. (206) 545-4155 ext. A55445
ASSEMBLERS: Excellent Income
to assemble products at home.
Info. 1-504-646-1700 DEPT OH-6255
Altenton: Earn Money Reading Books!
Up to $500 weekly. Choose subject matter.
For more detail cal: 1 <206)-362-43O4
extE0019.
BEAUTICIANS - FAMOUS HAIR
BETTERworklng conditions.
BETTER pay, BETTER choice of
location. BETTER chance of
being hired Immediately.
Mtanagement positions available.
1-800-589-HAIR

Campaign Work
Grassroots Ac Ms Is
Citizen Action Is hiring colege
students for permanent/temp, positions
lobbying on consume! rights and
environmental Issues. Train over
Spring Break & start in Ihe summer or
start Immedkjretyl 1:30-10pm. $325 salary/
wk. 241-4587 for Interview 9-5.

Cathlers wanted al shifts. Fun working environment, benefits, and shift differential.
ApptylnpertonatBomey'sl81 1/2S. Main.

Enjoy the
All-You-Can-Eat
appetizers this week at
TOWERS WEST

THE MIGHTY MIGHTY BUS TRIP
FALCON RADIO WFAL
Utten and wm a tap to
Columbus
to see Ihe
MIGHTY MIGHTY BOSJTONES
March 10 otthe Newport Music HOB
To many bit? Not enough money?
We can hebl Cat for your free
no obligation appt 363-0154 or
1-800-799-3729. Ohio VaSey Contumer
Credit Counselors.
A non-profit community service.

MM-Monday Mghl

Tatrte Of Italy
Spaghetti

Attention Graduating Seniors:
Are you creative? Senior poems are
needed for the Annual Senior Send off. The
Is an event honoring seniors on rher Impending graduation. Please limit to 1 page
and send to Alumni Association - attn:
Senior Send Off Publicity Poem selected
win be featured In the program. Due
March 13.

Counselors Wanted. Trim down-fitness, coed, NYS camp. 100 positions sports, crafts.
many others. Camp Shane, Femdale, NY
12734.(914)271-4141.

Chicken
Seafood

<*£&> <£)

•Everyone e welcomel*

Rush Phi Mu
Wed. Match 8.9:00-10:30pm
Questions? Col Jen 354-2075
or House 2-2750

Mexican Fiesta

Frozen Merrje/ttes: lime 1 Skewberry

Woman't Lac rosse
Organizational Meeting
TuevMarch7at9«)
In Ihe Meeting Room
at the F Bid House
Al are Welcome.
Any questions. Call Kelly
at352-6918

COUNSELORS - BtWTcUCTOtS neededl 100
po—nntl Coed tummer camp. Pocono
MNw, PA Oood tatary/Rpel (t0t)oto-»M».

Mashed Potatoes,
Peas. A Rolls

*^Y<
Jb,

RUNGE
FORUSG
MARCH7AND1
CREATING A NEW ENVIRONMENT
WITH THE BTUOtNT*

The deadline tor placing orders for Personalized Graduation Announcement! for
May Commencement is March 17, 1995.
Orders may be placed at the gift counter
In the University Bookstore.

Cola Slaw & Fries

Chicken
Dinner

VOtT
JACOBS

PERSONALS

Come and hear Ihe experience of Individuals in recovery and learn of the dangers
of drug use and abuse

Donl toroet Tuee. Maieh 7 k election ntgN.
Mandatory In order to receive MM Apple Award.
Jee you there!

4
<

CARNATION SALE
Buy your favorite leprechaun
a carnation!
Sponsored by BGSU IRISH CLUB
March 6-10
10AM. to 4P.M. at Union Foyerl

APPETIZER BAR
Tues., Wed.:
March 7th & 8th
To wars Wast Raatau rant
eleI)or^DtnknjjiCan»ar
Cetn. Fe»!e)^ CtSjjes » rStrewn K

TUESDAY TALK*
The) week's speaker
LORNASONZALVES- PINTO
ON MUUIC0UU1AI AFM*. » WOMWI

♦

The BG News
Monday, March 6.1995

CRUBE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Eam up to $2000./month working on
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies
World travel. Seasonal & full-time employment available No Experience necessary
For Information cc* 1-206-634-0468 ext.
C55443.
EASY money makng opportunities at
home. For FREE info, limited Ume only. RUSH
S.A.S.E. to P.O. Box 704, BG OH 43402.
Evening office cleaning tar spring and
summer. Evenings 12-15 his per week.
Own trans requited. COB 352-5622.
Joe's Party Store. Must be 21. S5/ht.
pt rime, able to work days, nights 4.
wkends. Call after 7pm 419-878-5660 or
419-533-7501.
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Seasonal & fuMime employment available
at National Parks. Forests » Wildlife Preserves. Benefits plus bonuses! Call:
1 -206-545-4804 ext. N55445
RESORT JOGS- Eam to SI2/hr. & tips. Theme
Parks. Hotels, Spas. & more. Tropical &
Mountain destinations. Cal 1-206-632-0150
ext R55442
Run your own business Gain valuable experience while building your resume. Eam
up to SI0,000. krlgatlon sales 8c InttaBotlon.
Vehicle requked. Call Student Sprinklers
1-800-265-7691.
Sales Clerk Part time 15/24 hrs per week.
Must be honest, neat, dependable, friendly, and available weekends. Year round
employment preferred. Apply In person at
Mike's Party Mart, 1004 S Mala BG. Wed.
3-6 through Frl. 3-10. between 8om-4pm.
SUMMER ENTREPRENEURIAL POSITIONS
Our company is now hiring hard-working
motivated young entrepreneurs to run
their own business during the summer. Eam
S8000-S10000 while gaining valuable experience. Limited positions are left In Cleveland. Akron. Canton, and Youngstown
areas. For more Information call
1-600-869-9346.
SUMMER MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
Student Painters is looking for highly motivated, hard working students to loin our
management firm. Gain valuable experience to improve your resume, average
earnings between $8000 - SI0000. Positions
are available In select Cleveland suburbs.
Akron, and Canton which wfl be filled on a
first come first serve bash. For more informaHoncall 1-800-543-3793
Telemarketing Position Available
Evening hours. Whitehouse. OH.
Send resumes to: McVlcker Insurance
5825 Weckerly Rd, Whitehouse, OH 43571.

12 month leases stortrig May 19. 1995
122 N. Enterprise- 1BR. 1 perton-$340Autl.
124 1/2 N. Enterprise, Ertic . 1 perscn$265 » utl
1204 E. Wooster, 2BR 2 person.
S420»util
Steve Smith 352-8917
2 bdrm. 9 » 12 mo. lease Inc. heat, hot
water, cooking & sewer. Conveniently located - close to campus. Hbrary. S. 1-75.
Clough 8. Mercer, Univ. ViHoge. 352-0164.
601TNrd-lbdrmlum-grads-12mo.lse.
704F«m-2bdrmlum,-9.12, tmr. leases.
710 Seventh-Sbdrm untom.-12 mo. lease
352-3445-NO PETS
Apts. 850 Scott Hamilton 2 bill ttom camp.
Nice, rum, air. laund reserved parking. 4
people max. No pets 10 mnfh Lease $675
per mo. 12 mnth lease $620 per mo.
287-3233/ after 5:00 287-4255.
Basement apt. for rent from June 1 Aug. 31
1 /2 block from campus. $285/mo Incl. utll.
Coll Am 354-4412 after 6 pm.

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
800 THIRD STREET
Now renting for 1995-96 «i summer 1995
2 BUS 1 BR units
Fully fum. * air conditioned
Convenient Location
Reasonable Rates
Cal 352-4966

MOUNT VERNON APTS.
2 BR fully furnished. Clean and quiet. Dishwashers. On site management. Most utlHtlei included. 12 mo. lease. Call 354-0401.
Need 3 Subleasers for May.
3 bdrm. apartment. $425/mo. +
utHities Call 352-9302.
One bedroom apt. available In May. 1st
month free Call Amy for detoei 354-4077.
SubJeoser Needed ASAP thru August.
$150/mo. Downtown 3 blocks from campus.
Brooke: 353-0937.
Subleasers Needed for Summer.
Apt/Upstairs of house for 2-3 people.
Newkltchenabarh.
Call Don at 352-3016.
Subleasing 1 bdrm. apt. Unfurnished.
$395 .elec Petsallowed Wheel chotr
accessible. Nice, quiet atmosphere.
Please coll 353-3410. leave message.

THE CLEVELAND YACHTING CLUB
Restaurant Servers. Busters. Bartenders
Will train qualified candidates for summer
work experience at exclusive yochtlng
club.
Training Dates: May 1-15
APPLYNOWIII
Interviews Wednesday thru Sunday
2:00 PM-4:00 PM
200 Yacht Club Drive
Rocky River OH 44116

Summer sub lease r Needed
Two bedroom apartment, close to campus. Super low rent. Sublease from May to
August. Call 353-1015.

WANTED: 100 STUDENTS!
To tote 5-200 lbs New Metabolsm
Breakthrough. Great for Energy
Tea or Tabs $3511 •flOO-SM-0473

CONGRATULATES

FOR SALE

Winners from this
Weekend's basketball
Game give-a-ways

Alpine Amplifier. 400 watt, great cond..
SI75 Coll354-3082.

AMY HARTZERT

MACINTOSH Computer.
Complete system Including printer only
$699
Cal Chris at BO0-289-S6J5
Macintosh SE computer w/tuper -drive and
external hard drive. $400 O BO. Call (419)
898-4619 after 4:30 or leave message

WINNER Of CARROT TOP
TICKETS

MATT GRAY WINNER
OF SPRING BREAK TRIP
TO PANAMA CITY
BEACH, FL

FOR RENT

EVERY 2
HOURS
SOMEONE'S
CHILD
IS KILLED WITH
A LOADED GUN

1 and 2 BR apartments.
1 yeor. nine months, or summer leases.
352-7454.
1 bedroom apartment. Immediate
occupancy. Pets are a "owed
Call 354-6800

1 or 2 bdrm. apis, or single room for male
Only a few left.
Cat today. 9 or It mo. leans.
Carty Rentals ■ 353-0325

•NOWRENTING*

X

Choose from choice apartments within walking
:▼ distance to campus Summer 1995 and school year
1995-1996.
•
m
*>

1 -2 SUMMER SUBLEASERS NEEDED
PelsaBowed For more info cal
Stocey» 353-7078.

2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat
and water included, air conditioning

+
▲
▼

A641 Third St. Apt 4, B.G. Resident Manager 352-:-4380Z

REMEMBER A GUN IN
THE HOME IS 43 TIMES
MORE UKELY TO KILL
A FAMILY MEMBER,
FRIEND OR ACQUAINTANCE
THAN AN INTRUDER.
WHY TAKE THE RISK?
TAKE PART IN THE

NORTHWEST OHIO
GMN AND AMMUNITION
TURN IN
SATURDAY MARCH 11th,
1:00AM TO 3:00PM

ATYOUR
LOCAL POLICE AND
SHERIFFS DEPARTMENTS

NO QUESTIONS ASKED
ALL OUNS WILL, BE
DESTROYED AND MADE
INTO A SCULPTURE
COMMEMORATING THOSE
KILLED IN GUN VIOLENCE
. *>■ >wi wc mtnn. i

Stay Alive

